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Asbestos
consultant
hired for
Bentel Hall

Ity Maria J. Gunter
Daily staff writer
A consultant was hired yesterday
morning to advise the university on as.
bestos removal in the second floor of
Dwight Bentel Hall’s west wing.
The discovery of asbestos and sagging ceilings resulted in the closure of
the second floor of the wing.
Barbara Pluta, SJSU construction
coordinator, said the consultant’s estimate just for the cost of the asbestos removal is around 9150,000. That figure
does not include repairs to the ceiling,
electrical or heating systems, she said.
"The west end has asbestos and it
has to be removed," Pluta said, adding
that some of the asbestos is in the stairwells.
"The second floor west wing will be
closed all semester for sure." Pluta
said. She said that because of the specifications, bids and other necessary procedures, at the earliest, construction
could not begin until the end of this semester.
"We are trying to fully evaluate
what’s going on. We don’t have enough
information to go on yet, as to whether it
would be a partial or full renovation
yet."
"We had never been on the west
side and we said ’we’ve got to check it
out’," she said.
"We are exploring all areas," Pluta
said "We are looking for some funds,
throwing around the possibility of doing
something more than just the ceilings.
We are trying to analyze all the problems."
Asbestos removal will also be done
to a basement room in MacQuarrie
Hall, Pluta said.
Material tile and plaster) tests also
were conducted yesterday morning in
the auditorium on the west wing’s first
floor, Pluta said. It appears that no tests
have been conducted so far on that
room, she said.
"I told Ron Montgomery to do it
( test the auditorium) last week and he
did not," Pluta said. "I told him to do it
this morning) Wednesday)."
Montgomery, SJSU environmental
health and safety officer, said "I was
just asked this morning Your facts are
incorrect."
"The critical thing is that he took
some readings this morning," Pluta
said.
Programs affected by the indefinite
closure of the area include Continuing
Education, Open University. International Travel Studies and Instructional
Television. All of them have moved into
the west wing’s first floor, except for Instructional Television which has relocated to the Instructional Resource Center.
"We only have half of the phones we
had," said Paul Bradley, associate dean
of Continuing Education. "We can move
people around and endure hardships
like that but students will suffer."
Bradley said he was given two options, either to move the department to
the first floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or to
Building T at Eighth and San Salvador
streets.
If the combined programs relocate
to Building T, staff will have to be separated, Bradley said, because Building T
only has 1,400 square feet rather than
the 3,000 square feet they used to occupy.
"Services to students will drop to
zero," Bradley said.
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Asbestos closes building’s wing
1-1. Craig Quintana
Daily staff writer
President Gail Fullerton said that asbestos in the west side of Dwight Bentel Hall may
keep part of the building closed indefinitely.
"When you have an old campus, with old
buildings, every once in a while you have to
close it off," Fullerton said at her campus
news conference.
The entire second floor of the building
was ordered closed three weeks ago because
the ceiling was sagging and university officials determined that occupants were at risk.
The east half of the building houses part
of the journalism department including
Newsbreak, the Spartan Daily, journalism
labs and faculty offices. The west side houses
Continuing Education, Open University, In -

Directors
consider
divesting

st ructiona I Television and other programs.
A contractor was hired to make temporary repairs using three-eighths inch plywood, bolted through the ceiling into the joist
support structure above. The work on the
east half was completed last week.
Fullerton announced that the east side of
the building has been re-opened.
The east side was built in 1911, before asbestos was used extensively in construction,
Fullerton said. However, she said, asbestos
was used when the west side was built 19
years later.
Fullerton said asbestos would complicate
the repairs on the west side, greatly increasing the costs and prohibiting repairs similar
to those done on the other side.
She said the west side of the building may

have to remain closed until the university re
ceives major capital outlay funds for a corn
plete renovation.
To duplicate the repairs performed on
the other side would cost the university
around $200,000, Fullerton said The repair
work performed on the east side was bid at
$18,769 by the contractor, O.E. Anderson.
To get the amount needed to do the tern
porary repairs on the west, Fullerton said the
university would have to ask for extra fund
ing from the chancellor’s office.
If the university was logo ahead with the
repairs on the west end, she said it would reduce the likelihood of obtaining funds for a
major renovation of the building, something
the university plans for the near future.
continued on page 3

’When you have an
old campus, with old
buildings, every once in a
while you have to close it
off.’
Gail Fullerton,
SJSU president

Lettin’ loose

Mandela Coalition
wants funds moved
tl Salk Finegan
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Shops Board of Directors agreed to vote next month on the fate of Spartan
Shops funds invested in Bank of America
after hearing an appeal for divestment from
six speakers representing an anti-apartheid
group.
The Mandela Coalition, working to end
apartheid in South Africa, asked Spartan
Shops to transfer its funds from Bank of
America to a bank not investing in South Africa.
The coalition, a group of about 30 SJSU
students, faculty and staff, gave board members a list of 13 local banks they said offered
comparable services to those of Bank of
America. The coalition also includes members not affiliated with the university
Coalition members said last week that
they would picket and boycott the bookstore if
Spartan Shops did not answer their demand
for divestment with some sort of positive response. After Friday’s board meeting, coalition members said they will wait until next
month’s board vote before planning their
next step.
One of the speakers circulated to board
members a petition with 56 Spartan Shop employee signatures supporting the coalition’s
request. Sudanya Kirk, Spartan Shops employee and coalition member, said she could
have obtained more signatures but some employees were afraid to sign the petition, for
fear of jeopardizing their jobs. Last week she
said she expected to get 150 employee signatures.
Ed Zant, Spartan Shops general manager, said last week that Spartan Shops employees who are involved with the coalition or
who sign the circulating petition will not suffer repercussions.
"As long as they keep their job responsibilities separated from their other activities,
it poses no problem," he said.
In the discussion that followed the speakers’ presentations, Zant said Spartan Shops
has no long-term investments with Bank of
America and so would not suffer any major
financial penalties for prematurely withdrawing its funds.
Spartan Shops has approximately 10 percent of its funds with Bank of America, including its payroll and checking accounts.
Zant said last week. Spartan Shops has made
no investments through Bank of America
since November, he said.
continued on page 3
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Ken Lam
Theater arts majors Robert Langeder, junior, and
Heather McAllister, senior, enjoy learning to dance
to the beat of big band music. In this beginning so-

Rec Center gets temporary name
By Suzanne Espinosa
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Directors unanimously adopted a formal but temporary name for
the Recreation and Events Center, approving a
REC Committee recommendation during a Tuesday meeting
The Rec Center will be referred to as the Student Union Recreation and Events Center Project,
or SUREC Project, in future brochures and discussions.
REC Committee (’hairman Roger Thornton
said the reason for ’project’ after SUREC serves to
temporarily identify the proposed center until a
new name is assigned when the construction is
completed
"It also helps to curb the redundancy of saying, ’Bee Center ’ The ’c’ in Bee stands for center.
so ’center’ is there twice," he said
The $21 million SUREC Project was passed in
a student referendum by a 59 percent vote in

March 1982. The main facility will include a gymnasium and an events arena which will be built between Seventh and Ninth streets just north of San
Carlos Street.
An outdoor pool will be constructed at Ninth
and San Carlos streets across from the main
SUREC facility Construction on the entire project
is scheduled to begin in September and end in mid 1988.
The REC Committee also advised the hoard
that since SJSU is involved with fund raising for
other projects, including an engineering facility,
SCROD should postpone fundraising activity for
the SUREC Project until fall.
"The university is currently involved in a couple of other major fund-raising projects and we
felt that ours was a bit premature," Thornton said.
"And in order to let the university work out their
fund-raising projects without ours upsetting
theirs, we would hold ours off until the fall."
In the meantime, Student Union Director Ron

Barrett could determine fund-raising strategies
for the fall, Thornton said.
During a REC Committee meeting Thursday,
members said if fund-raising attempts for the
SUREC Project were started now, they might
compete and interfere with current university
fund-raising activities.
"Right now we’re in very good budget, but if
that started to change, then our fund raising would
take place sooner," Thornton told the board.
SCROD member Paul Sonneman, who is replacing Associated Students President Erin O’Doherty on the board, said the SUREC Project budget appears lobe adequate and there is no need for
fund raising He said, however, the board should
consider the possibility of having a fund development director to raise funds for campus groups
that have requested space in the Student Union
and SUREC.
continued on page 3
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vial dance class, Hance 046A, students learn to feel
more comfortable when faced with the task of
dancing at a social function, while having fun too.

Reagan cutbacks slash
financial aid to students
By Veda Anderson
Daily staff writer
The future of financial aid for college students is uncertain now that
President Reagan has called for cuts
that will deny assistance to I 3 million students in fiscal 1987
The first of the cuts will be felt on
March I when the loan origination fee
for financial aid students will increase from 5 to 5.5 percent. said
Kerni Johnson, CSU student liaison.
Johnson said the loan origination
fee is a fee that students are required
to give to the banks for processing the
loan.
Boyd Horne, chief of fiscal services for CSU, said the cuts would
have little initial impact

But the effects in 1907-08 could be
quite devastating. Johnson said
In an effort to reduce the budget
deficit to zero by 1991 as dictated by
the Gramm -Rudman -Hollings deficit
reduction law, Reagan has proposed
to eventually cut student aid by about
$2 billion, according to an article in
The Chronicle of Higher Education.
He has also proposed to restructure the Guaranteed Student Loan
program so that students and families will have to pay most of the interest on their loans, the article stated.
"They (the cuts) are going to get
progressively worse every year,"
said Paul Knepprath, Sacramento
lobbyist.
continued on pages
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Athletes don’t need Prop. 48
At the National Collegiate Athletic Association held in
January in New Orleans, a measure was passed, Proposition 48, which would require incoming freshmen to meet
certain academic standards in order to become eligible
for Division I athletics.
If institutions made sure that their student athletes
were progressing toward a degree, there would be no
need for Prop. 48.
As sad as it may sound, there are many colleges only
concerned with keeping athletes eligible for competition.
Consider these horror stories:
Former basketball player Kevin Ross from Creighton
University in Ohmaha, Neb., was shuffled through college
by taking courses such as basket weaving and introduction to sports to remain eligible to play the sport.
After his eligibility was up at the age of 24, Ross entered Westside, a Chicago school that teaches children
with learning disabilities to read, reading at the second grade level.
At the University of Georgia, one percent of all students were enrolled in remedial programs, 75 percent athletes. None applied toward a degree.
Now high school athletes must beware. Those expecting to participate in college sports at the Division I level
must keep their grades up. Beginning in 1988, Prop. 48 will
go into effect.
Initially, it required the student athlete to have a 2.0
grade point average in II high school core subjects as
well as a minimum score of 700 on the Scholastic Aptitude
Test, or a minimum of 15 on the American College Test.
Due to pressure from black institutions, the NCAA
proposed a compromise. The new proposal uses a sliding
scale under which freshmen could participate in college
sports with less than a 2.0 GPA if they were to score above
the minimum on either test. A below -minimum test score
would require the athlete to have above a 2.0 in his core
curriculum.
Black schools still were not pleased with the outcome.
They argued that blacks and rural whitest cannot understand the language in which the tests are written.
It’s little wonder why so many blacks are against the
passing of Prop. 48. An NCAA study showed that 70 percent of the black male athletes who graduated last year
would have been disqualified from entering college if the
rule had been in effect four years ago.
While the majority of colleges may be all for the proposition, there are still those that are against it.
Leonard Hamilton, assistant coach at the University
of Kentucky, said,"The rule isn’t fair. Many athletes can
make it regardless of what they score on a test. Kenny
Walker ( a member of II of K’s basketball squad), for ex-

Urla
Hill
ample, scored SOO on the examination, but he will graduate with his degree in telecommunications within a fouryear period. With the right guidance, anyone can make
it."
Hamilton does have a right to feel as he does. In a period of 14 years, only six basketball players had not graduated from the university. Of the six, two are currently
enrolled and one will return in the fall.
Bob Bradley, assistant athletic director of academic
affairs at U of K, spoke about the successful program.
"A study showed that over a period of five years,
more athletes graduated than non-athletes. I think that
athletes are more persistent at working toward their degrees and I think that holds true nationally," Bradley
said.
Bradley said that all the new rule will do is make
more students aware at the high school level.
"If the rule stays around long enough," he said,
"you’ll see an increase in test scores, but I don’t think the
rule is fair. The tests can’t predict whether a student can
make it through college, and I think our program does a
good job of showing that."
For years there have been those who contend that
freshmen should not be eligible to play big-time football
and basketball because it is time-consuming and could
ruin any chance for the student athlete to establish a
sturdy academic foundation.
Wrong.
The ones who care about their studies do well. They
learned to budget their time wisely and work hard. And as
for others . . . .
This shows that a little discipline can go a long way.
Besides, it is a 5,000-to-one shot in professional football
and a 17,000-to-one shot for a high school athlete to make
it.
If colleges are to continue to use athletes to bring
money and recognition to the school, they could at least
make sure that the athletes get the right tools to prepare
them for what other opportunities may lie ahead
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Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages
readers to write letters.
Deliver them to Dwight Bentel Hall
Room 117 or tO the Student Union
Information Center.
Letters must bear the writer’s name.
major, phone number and class standing.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right
to edit all letters for libel and length.
Opinions qppea ring on the forum
page are those of the individual writer.
Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinions of the editorial board of the
Daily.

’Say Hey’ Willie could bring winning back to Giants
In 1950, the New York Giants front office sent scout
Eddie Montague to look at the Birmingham Barons’ first
baseman, Alonzo Perry, of the negro leagues.
As Montague sat in the stands to watch Perry, he saw
an unnoticed, 19-year-old named Willie Mays make great
catches and bullet throws. Mays also doubled twice off the
center field wall and beat out a grounder for a single. Fie
then proceeded to steal first, second, third and home
plate.
The Giants’ scout quickly hustled to a telephone,
awakened his boss, Horace Stoneham, and said he had
spotted someone they had to sign right away.
The next day Montague watched Willie in another
game and was even more impressed. That night Montague had dinner with Mays and his family, gave Mays a
$5,000 bonus and signed him to a contract.
Meanwhile the 1951 Giants got off to a slow start losing 10 games in the first two weeks of the season. This
prompted manager, Leo Durocher, to take a look at
Mays, who was seasoning with Triple -A, Minneapolis.
Durocher took an immediate liking to the shy Mays
and asked Stoneham to call him up to the majors. The Giants’ manager figured someone with Willie’s ability could
learn more by playing against the best in the big leagues
than by playing in the minors.
So at 20, Willie reported to the Giants in Philadelphia,
who were on the road Willie went 0-12 or, that road trip.

John
Lucero
Finally, in the Polo Grounds, in a Giants uniform that he
grew to love, Mays, on the first pitch, drove a fastball
over the left -field roof to a packed stadium that gave him
a standing ovation as he crossed homeplate.
And so began the career of Willie "Say Hey" Mays.
Willie Mays, the humble champion who never badmouthed Stoneham or the Giants’ organization after they
traded him to New York in 1972. Willie Mays, the "Say
Hey" kid who never complained about being banned from
baseball because of his affiliation with Bally Enterprises
in New Jersey, a clear violation of due process guaranteed in the 12th amendment. Willie Mays, the spark plug who never complained about playing in freezing Candlestick Park his entire 15 years with the organization in
San Francisco.
Mays was the golden glove of center field, bazooka
arm and base stealer supreme. He finished sixth in games

played at 2,992 and ended his career sixth in overall at bats and ninth in all-time hits, 3,283. The slugger also finished third in home runs with 660 round trippers, while
leading the league in stolen bases for five seasons something sluggers don’t do. He scored 2,062 runs, fifth overall.
Mays amassed 1,903 RBIs, seventh in baseball history.
And finally, Willie Mays is the champion who finished
10th of all time in slugging percentage with a lifetime batting average of .302.
Welcome home, Willie and hope you still feel comfortable in the black and orange of the Giants, the colors that
you helped make famous. The baseball fans of the Bay
Area missed you and have grown to love you during your
absence from the Giants’ organization.
Thank you, Peter lleberroth, you will sit at the right
hand of God for your decision to lift the ban on Mays. It
couldn’t have been at a better time in baseball history
with the Giants threatening to move out of the Bay Area.
With Willie’s diligent leadership maybe he can introduce
winning back to the Giants, who lost more than 100 games
last year.
Moreover, Willie, you can tell those spoiled brats in
San Francisco they sure make excellent money for doing
nothing. Even at McDonald’s, at $3.35 per hour, those employees have to do their job or it’s out the door.
Say hey, Willie, one more point: I love you and welcome back.
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The Tally Ho
Tyrone
van Hooydonk
Time bomb
Until the recent passage of the Gramm-Rudman balanced budget law, America’s debthadn’t received even a small portion of the
attention it deserves.
The national debt doubled to nearly $2 trillion in
the past five years because of record budget deficits.
However, with the economy going through a socalled "recovery," the massive deficit is all but ignored by the American public.
It will come back to haunt them later.
"The deficit is probably the worst single issue
we’ve got," said Rep. Kenneth H. MacKay, D-Fla.
"But , it’s not intense enough as a short-term crisis to
force us to take steps to deal with it."
The former director of the Office of Management and Budget had even stronger warnings about
the debt.
"The basic fact is that we are violating badly,
even wantonly, the cardinal rule of sound public finance," David Stockman said. "If the Securities and
Exchange Commission had jurisdiction over the executive and legislative branches, many of us would
be in jail."
Why worry about the deficit now?
It is causing problems such as raising interest
rates that discourage investing.
It has created a dollar so strong that U.S. companies suffer in world market competition.
The fastest growing category in the federal budget ate interest payments on the debt. Economist
Martin Feldstein predicts that 50 percent of all income tax payments will have to go to pay only the interest by 1989.
Most economic analysts would agree that the
sharp rise in the deficit is traceable to policies enacted in 1981
The Reagan administration tried cutting taxes
and greatly increasing defense spending at the same
time, thinking the budget would balance on its own.
The national debt grows almost every year but
from the end of World War II to the end of the Carter
presidency, the gross national product grew faster
than the debt. The ability to pay the debt was increasing more than the debt.
The new policies turned this around. Since 1982,
the debt has outgrown the GNP.
Congress didn’t help the situation by giving Reagan 95 percent of the $1.2 trillion in defense spending
requests between 1981 and 1985. Congress also saved
dozens of costly domestic programs that Reagan’s
budgets recommended be eliminated.
The political logjam gave birth to the deficit
Even Republican congressmen wanted the deficit
cut through tax increases but the president has adamantly rejected them. Thus, without an economic
crisis to spur action, the debt grows.
However, Gramm-Rudman is supposed to create an annual artificial crisis to bring about
some action. If the president and Congress
do not reduce the deficit, the law automatically imposes unpopular spending cuts in government programs.
For example, Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., member
of the House Select Committee on Aging, said Reagan’s policies were damaging programs for the elderly.
"Millions of Americans cannot afford a preventive checkup and Medicare will not pay for one," he
said.
Cuts amounting to $11.7 billion are scheduled to
take place March I Lawmakers hope the second set
of cuts ( which would slash 850 billion or more starting in October ) will be enough of a threat to force
some agreement on a deficit plan
The present is being called a time of peace and
prosperity in America The deficit is invisible. What
will happen in had times if the deficit remains and
the debt continues to outpace GNP growth?
Tyrone van Hooydonk is the news editor. The Tally
Ho appears every other Thursday
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Bentel’s east side opens;
west side remains closed
continued from page i
In the meantime, she said the
programs displaced may have to
seek space off campus for the duration of the closure.
In other matters. Fullerton said
the university expects a "serious
shortfall" in the Men’s Athletic Program this year. She said the expected
deficit is greater than the university
has ever incurred.
"The extent is still unknown,"
she said. "We know there is going to
be a significant shortfall."
Estimates of this year’s deficit
from numerous sources have ranged
from anywhere from 850,000 to
$300,000.
Last week, the president met
with the nine -member task force to
discuss this year’s athletic budget in
addition to the five-year plan for ath-

’The extent is still
unknown. We know
there is going to be a
significant shortfall.’

were "simply unacceptable," and
balanced budgets will be required.
Fullerton said cost-cutting mea-

sures thus far proposed include an
austerity budget for next year: cutbacks in grants-in-aid; increased
marketing of sports events, and cutting some sports programs as a last
resort.
Another topic discussed at the
Fullerton,
news conference was the 8900,000 in
SJSU president
lottery funds the university expects
to receive from the CSU Board of
for 1985-86.
Trustees
letic funding
Fullerton said a number of proFullerton said the money would
posals have been put forth and there be used by the university’s departis disagreement over what to do next. ments to purchase instructional
She said the university is determined equipment. She said John Gruber,
to retain its division I -A status.
academic vice president, will solicit
However, she said proposals call- lists from each department and then
ing for deficits for the next five years decide how to allocate the funds.

Barreling over Niagara
risky despite technology
NIAGARA FALLS, Ontario ( AP)
- On Oct. 24, 1901, Annie Edson Taylor, a 43-year-old Michigan schoolteacher, loaded an anvil into her
oaken barrel and became the first
person to intentionally ride over Niagara Falls.
Since that day, 10 people are
known to have made the plunge.
Seven survived
But no daredevil had made the
trip for 23 years until July 2, 1984,
when Karel Soucek, who was killed
attempting another stunt, rode a
steel barrel with two-way radio, oxygen tanks and Styrofoam lining over
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the 176-foot -high Horseshoe Falls.
Two others have successfully
challenged the falls since then.
But some local folks say the public is not impressed anymore.
"We’ve gone to the moon. What
else is there to do?" said George Seibel, author of a falls history.
Besides, said Ken Sloggett, a 70year-old Canadian with intimate
knowledge of falls daredevils, today’s equipment takes a lot of the
risk out of the stunt. Sloggett was a
crew member for the fatal attempt
by legendary riverman William
"Red" Hill Jr. on August 5, 1951.
"The barrels they use today are
much better put together," Sloggett
said. "Things have gotten much
more sophisticated."
An estimated 150,000 people
watched Hill’s attempt, but following
his death strict laws against stunting
were passed and park officials are
currently talking about increasing
stunting fines from $500 to $2,500.
Among those who dispute the notion that the thrill is gone is Steve
Simmons of Starstruck Productions,
a Buffalo-based talent agency that
represents Steven T. Trotter, a 23 year-old Florida bartender who rode
the falls last summer and recently
jumped off the Golden Gate Bridge
on a tether.
While their equipment may be
more elaborate today, Simmons said,
"As soon as someone hurts themselves or gets killed doing this, then
someone won’t say the technology is
so great."
Indeed, it is still a risky business
Soucek was killed Jan. 19, 1985, while
trying to duplicate his stunt in the
Houston Astrodome. His barrel,
lifted by a crane to the height of Niagara Falls, partially missed a pool of
water when it was dropped.
The stunting tradition began in
1859, when Francois Gravelet, a
Frenchman known as Blondin, first
walked a tightrope across the 975foot -wide Niagara Gorge below the
falls.
Taylor personally supervised a
cooper’s work on her barrel, using
1,2 -inch strips of oiled Kentucky oak
When she squeezed into her barrel
and screwed on the hatch, light
showed through the cracks and it had
to be caulked. Air was pumped int()
her barrel with a bicycle pump.
Trotter’s barrel - which he says
cost $6,200 to build - was 17 feet by 6
feet, made from two pickle barrels
and lined with high -density foam
used to pack nuclear warheads. The
barrels were wrapped in 12 layers or
fiberglass, cloth, foam and several
inner tubes from earthmovers.

continued from page i
"In an organization council, which is being
formed to identify some of the things students are interested in, something that’s very strong in their
minds is finding space on campus for students, and I
think this board ought to consider that," he said
Sonneman said he met with Robert Ringe, SJSU
director of fund development to discuss fund raising
for the Student Union.
"lRingel said that as far as he’s concerneti
there has been no need identified for a fund raiser
for the Student Union," Sonneman said. "He said it
would take a lengthy period of time to get a person in
a position where funds could be raised if the need
arose."
"One (student need) that we considered last
(meeting) that was rejected because we didn’t have
the financing, was space for KSJS," Sonneman said
Pat Grilione, SUBOD House Committee Chairwoman, said KSJS was denied space not because of
lack of financing, but because it was an academic
program and did not comply with the Student Union
philosophy of housing non-academic programs.
Barrett said that he thinks the appropriate time
for fund raising would be after bids on the project
are received.
"Once the bids have been received this summer
and we know what kind of financial plan we’re really
under - when we know what we’re going to have to
spend - then, it would be an appropriate time for
this board to look into the question of whether we
need fund raising to supplement equipment and
things like that for the facilities," Barrett said. "So,
this isn’t a dead issue. At this particular time, it
doesn’t seem appropriate to do anything about ’fund
raising)."
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Ineed some advice on fashion. I was in a terrific
woman’s store last week trying to pick an outfit
for my interviews. There was a beautiful black tweed
,
skirt for $85 that went with a $115 blue blazer. But then
I didn’t have enough left for a $65 silk shirt.
So I found a different blazer of a lighter blue for only $85. But there
wasn’t enough contrast with the shirt and I would’ve needed to add a brooch
which cost $40.
Then I figured 1 could wear a dress instead. But you need new shoes for
dressesshoes that work with skirts Just don’t transfer, you knowand the
least expensive outfit I found like that was 1350. And that didn’t include the
belt that went perfectly
Anyhow. I ended up going to my interview in sort-of nice corduroy pants
that kind of matched an Oxford shirt I’ve had since 1980. And I don’t think
I’m going to get the job.
Help!
Stripes with Argyles

DEAR STRIPES,
In an average woman’s store there are 250 dresses, 80 skirts, 400
shirts, 100 pairs of pants and at least 500 other types of belts, stockings, pins
and such. That means at least 36.125.000 combinations of outfits. If you can
find one that really strikes you, you should buy it. At that moment. Without
hesitation.
What you need isn’t fashion advice. It’s the American Express Card.

YOU CAN GET THE CARD NOW.
Because we believe that college is the first sign of success, we’ve made
it easier for you to get the American Express Card. Graduating students can
get the Card as soon as they accept a $10,000 career-oriented Job. If you’re not
graduating yet, you can apply for a special sponsored Card. Look for
student applications on campus. Or call 1
THAva 800-THE -CARD, and tell them you want a i-71-- -71
ROATED student application.
.._........SERVICES . Ale, a Express Txtve Fettnt SinvIces Company Inc

.11

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

At San Jose State
ersitv.
see (’pt. George Jicha
Room 209. Nlacquarrie ltatt277-2955/29Nli

Lisanne Short

Assistant Co Op Menage.

continued from page 1
"We shop around for the best deal." Zant said Spartan Shops buys certificates of deposit and other shortterm investments through Bank of America and other
banks, he said.
When asked by A.S. President and Spartan Shops
board member Erin O’Doherty how quickly Spartan
Shops could switch banks if the board should vote to do so
next month, Zant said it would be the decision of the board
as to when to actually implement the change
After the speakers’ presentations, O’Doherty made
the original motion that the board consider alternatives to
Bank of America and be prepared to vote on switching to
an alternative bank at next month’s board meeting.
Acting chairman Mike Finley said after the meeting
that he was not convinced that Bank of America’s banking policies are necessarily bad.
"The board will have to look at what’s good for Spartan Shops, and at the good and bad of Bank of America itself," he said. "It’s a major step to move all those funds,
what with 600 employees."
Speaking for the coalition were Ted Howland, from
the mid-Penninsula Coalition Against Apartheid; Kayren
Johnson, from Berkeley’s Citizens Committee of Responsible investment; Joel Samoff, a Stanford University faculty member specializing in South Africa; Norma Scheurkogel, A.S. director of Ethnic Affairs; Brian Spurgeon,
A.S. director of Student Rights and Responsibilities, and
Kirk.
The coalition speakers described what they said is the
essential role of United States involvement in white African support
The speakers also emphasized their view that Spartan Shops could switch banks without losing money, and
could even make money.

SPECIAL RATES FOR
SJSU STUDENTS!

Jacob Torn

Co Op Adwertising Manager

Divesting
slated for vote

REC is given
temporary name

Alma de la Rosa

Marketing Marteger
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Ueberroth vows
drug-free league

I dare ya!

FRESNO (API Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth said Tuesday he is
optimistic that major league baseball
will be "virtually a drug -free sport"
this season.
Ueberroth vowed that drug problems will be eliminated because
"baseball players are idols of mil,
lions of kids."
He predicted at a news conference:
"Baseball is going to - this year
- put on the field of play virtually a
drug -free sport . . . We will flat get
rid of it; it’s gone."
The players themselves are the
key to eliminating drug abuse, Lie,
berroth said.
"The overwhelming way we’re
getting rid of it is peer pressure from
the great players," he said before a
fund-raising speech for a business
school building at Fresno State University.
"You’re going to be able to look
at it and judge and see if a lot of players fall off the drug program," Ueberroth said. "Everyone wants to get
behind us so we can play baseball "
Ueberroth refused to divulge details of interviews he completed last
week with players named as drug
users in testimony at a Pittsburgh
drug trial last year.
But Ueberroth maintained that
drug use in baseball "is not nearly as
widespread as in some other parts of

Michael K Chow

Junior (;arid Schlesinger gets ready to put the hit on teammate Andrew Lamont during a recent rugby practice at

Daily stall photographer

South (’ampus. Lamont. who was born and raised in the
British Isles, said pads aren’t needed in rugby.

Women’s track not
practical for SJSU

Kodak
PROCESSING

try teams.
Daily staff writer
"Because of the many different
After SJSU’s nationally -ranked events in track and field,"she said,
fencing program was dropped last "we would have to hire coaches to
year, the athletic department had the specialize in different areas."
opportunity to add another sport.
"Bight now we are struggling to
Four were taken into consider- stay as we are," she said. "A worn
ation by the athletic board: soccer, en’s track and field and cross coun
softball, track and field and cross tryteam would be difficult to sup
port."
country.
Several times a year, Zimmer
The athletic board is an advisory
council to the president made up of man receives phone calls or letters
criticizing
SJSU’s Division I athletic
students, faculty and community
program because fewer sports are of
members.
According to Women’s Athletic fered for women than men.
Before the university can sponDirector Mary Zimmerman, the
board determined track and field and sor a sport. Zimmerman said there
cross country were the most expen- must be funding available.
"We just don’t have the money,"
sive, and the disadvantages outshe said
weighed the advantages
As far as competition was concerned, the outlook was excellent
But the equipment, facilities and
funding for the sport just weren’t
there, according to Zimmerman.
"Our track facility Bud Winter
Field) is not in good shape, and track
as a sport doesn’t have the same revenue-producing capabilities as would
softball or soccer," she said.
She also said it would have been
impossible for the SJSU to sponsor
both track and field and cross counBy Urla Hill

MAILER

NOW!
SAVE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

society
As president of the 1984 Los An
geles Olympic Committee, lieberroth
was asked to assess the possibility ot
political trouble at the 1988 Olyinplus
in Seoul, South Korea.
He advised reporters to watch
the Asian Games that will be held in
Seoul later this year
"That will give a pre -idea how
well the Olympics will go

Walsh may pick
new QB coach
The Associated Press

Lindy Infante, head coach of the
Jacksonville Bulls of the United
States Football League. is coach Bill
Walsh’s choice to replace quill
terback coach Paul Hackett, accord
ing to a report published yesterday
Infante, who earns a reporti..1
6150,000 with the Bulls, told a Florida
newspaper that he was in the Sao
Francisco Bay area Friday for a
meeting with Walsh, according to th,
San Jose Mercury News.
The newspaper said Infant..
might not take the job, especially ii
the USE!, decides to play this season
But if the league cancels play unt .1
1987, or the Bulls merge with 111,,
Denver Gold, Infante might he read \
to make the 100%3.

A.S. ELECTION
APPLICATIONS
Applications for Associated
Students Elections for next year’s
positions are available in the A.S.
Office beginning Thursday,
February 20.

1111,N1
SA V E
.50 On Color Slides
$1.00 On Color Disc Prints
$1.50 On 24 Color Prints

DEADLINE: Thurs., Feb. 27
For more information
contact
the A.S. Office
277-3201
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Funded by Associated Students
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Gymnasts
take second
In away competition Saturday.
the women’s gymnastics team placed
second ins tri-meet, beating Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo and losing to UC
Santa Barbara.
The Spartans finished with a
score of 167.45, behind UCSB’s 169.20,
but ahead of Cal Poly’s 163.60.
Once again Liza Bettencourt and
Sheila Hughes took top honors in allaround, finishing first and second.
Bettencourt also took first place
on uneven parallel bars (8.85), tied
for second place on vault 18,65) and
placed third on balance beam with
her season-high score of 8.75.
Hughes took first place on floor
exercise, scoring 9.05.

things are cooking at Kinkos. Ask about our
free pickup and delivery service:

481 E. San Carlos St.
295-5511
Open 24 Hours

93 Paseo De San Antonio
295-4336
Mon. -Fri. 7:30am-6pm
Sat. 10am 6pro
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self-discovery
focused on body Image and
life experience

BY
Amber Coverdale Sumrall and Deborah Abbott
contributing authors to
"WITH THE POWER OF EACH BREATH"
a Disabled Women’s Anthology

Friday, February 21st
Council Chambers
Brown bag lunch 12pm
Workshop 1-2:30pm

* Wren
* Winton*

Cal for an appointment now,

gunge,

LUGGAGE NI780 Coleman Ave
CENTER

a BRIDGE to further
understanding between the
Able-Bodied and e Disabled
.00

kinkois

Open early. Open late. Open weekends.

The men’s team placed third Friday
In a similiar meet. behind Arizona
State and host Fullerton State

by

Demystifying Disability

Contact Leslie
2890 Zenker Road
Suite 207
San Jose, CA 95134
(408)434-9270
:aIit

Student Union
* Social 12:30-1pm
Reading and Autographing 2:30-3pm

Sponsored By DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES PROGRAM
SJSU WOMENS STUDIES DEPT.
SJSU WOMENS CENTER

See You There!!

Funded by Associated Students
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In the left photo, the alpha
bull (on left 1,who is keeper
of the harem, is challenged
by a beta bull, who is
trying to establish his first
harem. A pup seal, below,
rests his head on a
companion, trying to stay
out of the w.ay of the bulls,
who can weigh up to 6,000
pounds.
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Mating season
at Ano Nuevo
The scene resembles a science fiction movie. Surrounded by
sand dunes, a cold wind is blowing
fiercely, penetrating the lining of
a coat without effort and erasing
footprints as soon as they’ve been
made. Occasionally rain pours
down but stops seconds later.
This is when the elephant
seals are most active. The
smoothness of the dunes is
sporadically broken by their huge
. bodies scattered over the
landscape.
Strange sounds swell up and
down as the wind changes directions.
"Sounds just like my class
when lunch break starts," one
man said.
This scenario does not take
place on a planet outside our solar
system. The man who commented
is not a robot. He is a well-known
human form, hut he’s leading his
followers in something out of the
ordinary
He’s a high school teacher
taking his students on a tour of the
Ann Nuevo State Reserve.
As the group of 20 climbs to
the top of the hill, a stunning view
presents itself. There are masses
of elephant seals busy fighting
each other, nursing their pups or
just relaxing amidst their likes.
Ano Nuevo is not just any
breeding colony of Northern elephant seals. It’s the world’s largest and it’s within an 11/2 hour
drive from San Jose.
Each year, between December and March, the elephant seals
(named after the males’ big
noses) come to the 1,200-acre re-

serve area to breed.
Currently, about 290 males,
700 females and 380 pups inhabit
the area just off Highway 1.20
miles north of Santa Cruz. Each
male seal will stay for about 90
days while females stay for about
34 days. By the end of March,
most of the animals will have left
the reserve to spend the rest of the
year in the Pacific.
The Ano Nuevo Interpretive
Association organizes the tours
through the reserve. Founded in
1979, ANIA is a non-profit organization dedicated to protecting and
enhancing Ano Nuevo and the San
Mateo Coast.
A volunteer program, ANIA
trains volunteers, who later become docents (teachers(, to be
well-informed in order to guide
tourists through the reserve. Each
docent works two days a month.
Some of them are students majoring in environmental science at
the University of California at
Santa Cruz. By working for ANIA,
they fulfill some of their credit requirements.
The chance to get a really
close look at the funny -shaped
mammals is what makes the tours
exciting. Under the supervision of
a docent, visitors can approach
the heavyweights ( males can
weigh up to 6,000 pounds) and get
as close as 20 feet from them. This
is close enough considering the
seals can move short distances as
fast as a man can run
Tours, which last for 2 1/2
hours, are led daily from
December through April. Tickets
are $3.50.

Photos
and text
by Erol Gurian

Docent .I.R. Blair, above,
answers questions from his
tour group about the state
reserve. An elephant bull,
left, shows off his wrinkly
nose for which the bulls are
named because of their
similarity to the elephant’s
trunk.
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Future student aid cuts in sight

Hold the mayo

continued from page
About 106,000 of the 1 36 million students
who would lose financial aid would do so as a
result of the first reduction in spending, the
article stated
Another 660,000 students would see their
aid eliminated beginning this fall, the article
stated. The remaining 596,000 students would
lose aid in academic year 1987-88.
The biggest chunk will be taken out of
GSLs, Knepprath said. Thirty-four million
dollars will be cut as compared to $26 million
from college work study and $11 million from
Pell Grants.
About 43 percent of the students who receive financial aid in the CSU system receive
GSLs, Knepprath said.
John Bradbury, SJSU associate director
of financial aid, said that 2,583 students at
SJSU receive GSLs.
GSLs would be cut according to a specific
formula in the law that calls for an increase
in the loan origination fee and a decrease in
the special interest allowance paid by the federal government to lenders.
Currently, the government pays 8 percent interest on GSLs while the students are
in college plus the 3.5 percent interest allowance to encourage lenders to make loans to
students, the article stated.
Lenders are going to have their special
allowance reduced by four-tenths of a percentage point, Knepprath said. They are
usually paid an interest rate of 3.5 percent
Now they will only get 3.1 percent, he said.
"It ( the interest rate cut) could reduce
the accessibility to student loans," Knepprath said.
Under the administration’s new plan, the
student will have to bear the cost of the 8 percent interest payment while he or she is still
in school. The federal government would
abandon its 20-year policy of paying the student’s interest while the student is in school
Iris Fong

Spartan Shops caterers construct
29-fool -long sandwiches outside

Daily siatt

By Jamie Rackley
Daily staff writer
The Women’s Resource Center will cut
back its schedule of events for Womyn’s
Week as a result of decreased funding from
the Associated Students.
The center received $2,387 less than it
asked for from the special allocations committee in order to fund Womyn’s Week
The center came before the board initially with a request for $7,900 which was cut
back to $3,987 at the Feb. 12 meeting.
The special allocations committee recommended giving the center $2,500 for the
week-long event, but after discussion allocated $1,700 with an extra $800 underwrite to
be paid back by March 10 of this year.
"We were anticipating them giving us at
least $3,000, not $1,700," said Penny Raper, a
Women’s Resource center coordinator. "It
takes your enthusiasm away. It’s no tour program, it’s for the whole community."

donations are slow to reach their intended use
and could impede current research projects.
The five percent tax is not deducted from
the private gifts, defenders of the program
explain, but it is garnered from interest by investing the funds until it earns that amount.
Other campuses using the 5 percent tax plan
include UCLA and UC San Diego.
"Any tax that is put in has nowhere to go
but up. And the tax is improper because it
takes money away from people who already
have trouble getting it," said Warren Bostick, a senior UCI pathology professor.
Money raised by the tax will be used to
pay for a staff of university fund-raisers.
UCI Chancellor Jack W. Peltason said
the program eventually will mean more research money overall for the university as
the school’s prestige grows.

277-3175

"Most students don’t have the ability to
start paying back the loans (while still in
school ) ," Knepprath said.
The cutbacks would come from changes
requiring students and families to pay more
toward college, as mentioned, and from restrictions on the number of students who
could be eligible for financial aid.
All students would also be required to undergo a needs analysis which considers elements such as the number of children in the
family and the family’s income before receiving a Guaranteed Student Loan, the article
stated.
In the past, only students whose families
earned over $30,000 were submitted to the
analysis.
The proposed changes would also make it
difficult for students 22 years old or younger
to qualify for financial independence for the
purposes of receiving loans, the article
stated.
Unless a student can demonstrate financial self-sufficiency, or is an orphan or ward
of the court, he or she would be considered a
financial dependent, the article stated.
The cuts in the Pell Grant program will
effect the middle income people the most,
Knepprath said. The most disadvantaged students are protected, the article stated.
Education Department officials said the

’It’s no tour
program, it’s for the
whole community.’

book project as priorities.
"Last year’s board didn’t have the
money. We found funds in the Spartan Shops
allocation to us. We thought it more important to fund student groups who had A.S.
funds in the past. Twenty-five hundred dollars is more than 25 percent of the $8,296

Penny Raper,available."
Center’s coordinator The center has had
The special allocations committee has
$8,296 available to fund campus groups not ineluded in the A.S. budget and is currently dividing that money among the groups that request funding.
A.S. Executive Assistant Paul Sonneman
said the A.S. was making a strong commitment to the Women’s Resource Center and to
Womyn’s Week. He said last year’s board.
which gave $1,000 to the center for the weeklong event , had the typing service and year-

to cancel or cut back
on some of their planned activities such as
the artist fees, parking permits, security and
the 10-kilometer run, Raper said.
The center has scheduled daily speakers
and events March 3-8 such as: Janet McCloud, an Indian activist; Tara Smith, a San
Jose resident and activist; Mai Dao, a Vietnamese educator on campus; Sonia Johnson,
author of "From Housewife to Heretic"; Ann
Simonton, Founder of the Myth California
pageant in Santa Cruz; Maiko, a drum and
poetry ensemble, and Judy Gorman Jacobs,
a musician
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LA JOLLA (AP) Operators of
a new supercomputer said they could
be placed in an unwanted policing
role if the federal government imposes restrictions to deny Soviet bloc
and Chinese researchers access to
the computer.
The debate over access to the
four federally funded supercomputers, including one installed last fall at
UC-San Diego, raises national security questions as well as concerns
over academic freedom and the unrestricted pursuit of scientific knowledge
"The debate is quite obviously
heating up . .
may be polarizing."
said Sidney Karin, a G.A. Technologies employee serving as director of
UCSD’s supercomputer center.
Federal officials are considering
a no-access policy for Chinese and Soviet bloc researchers. Discussions
over the proposed restriction are now
under way among a number of government agencies, including the
State Department. the Defense Department and the U.S. Department of
Commerce, said Harold Ticho.
UCSD’s vice chancellor for academic
affairs
The U.S. government believes
that the Soviet Union has not yet developed a supercomputer and is worried that foreign nationals might use
the computer to break codes or design weapons to the benefit the Soviet
Union
The $14 million supercomputer.
incorporating slate -of -the -art technology, can handle enormously complex calculations up to 200 times
faster than conventional business
computers
Karin said he sees merit in the
concern over national security, but is
opposed to delegating an enforcement role to supercomputer center
opera tors
UCSD was selected as a supercomputer center last year,

Advertise
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THE
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DAILY

"We are looking to buy, or maybe I
should say ’to acquire,’ people whose abilities
give them the option of choosing between the
best schools," Peltason said.
"This should have a strong economic impact on us because research dollars go where
the top researchers are... that means more
money for everyone."

Supercomputer
raises national
security issue

Da moue hale,
Chairman, California State
Student Association

Fund cuts alter Womyn’s Week

photographer

the bookstore at yesterday’s sale
that signified 29 years in business.

UC-Irvine changing its image
by luring noted researchers
IRVINE (AP The University of California at Irvine is trying to shake its poor
cousin image among the nine UC campuses
with an aggressive program to lure big -name
academic talent with high salaries and other
goodies.
In the past 18 months, UCI has attracted
three big -name researchers: Peter Rentzepis
in chemistry; Ricardo Miledi in psychobiology, and Masayasu Nomura in molecular biology.
The average salary and other benefits for
the three will probably be the base for future
offers. The average annual salary for Miledi.
Rentzepis and Nomura is about $83,600 each.
Their salaries are more than $15,000
higher than the $68,000 the UC system pays
full professors at the top of the scale. The
extra salary comes from state funds, as does
help with affordable housing.
1.1CI ensured that Miledi and Rentzepis
found homes at University Hills. the upscale
neighborhood of 300 homes being built on a
knoll overlooking the campus. The UC system extended Nomura a low-cost mortgage.
The campaign is not without critics, who
charge the base of its funding, a 5 percent university -imposed lax on private gifts, means

’If we don’t lobby, we
are going to be
disproportionately
affected.’

cutbacks resulting from the new financial
needs analysis will limit Pell Grants to students whose families earn up to $23,000 a year
or less and restrict GSLs to those whose families earn up to $58,000.
The administration also proposed to combine Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants, and college work-study ( monies
earned through part time jobs that are related to a student’s major, interests or skills)
into a single program with reduced funds, the
article stated.
This year $961.8 million is available for
grants and student wages. In fiscal 1987.
about $400 million will be available.
Students receiving National Direct Student Loans would pay back the loan at a percentage based on their income after graduation. The most a student would have to pay is
15 percent. And a student would be given as
long as necessary to pay back the loan,
whereas the loan formerly had to be paid
back in 10 years.
The amount a student can borrow has
also been expanded. Students were once limited to a total of $12,000 in direct loans. Now
they can borrow up to $40,000, the article
stated.
However, students can receive financial
aid for no more than five years. There were
no time restrictions before.
The administration also proposed to
eliminate all federal aid for graduate students, saying that adequate aid is provided to
graduates through other assistant programs.
the article stated.
"If we don’t lobby, we are going to be disproportionately affected," said Damone
Hale, chairman of the CSSA.
Hale said he is hoping the state will come
through with the funding for students that the
government is eliminating.
If not, the effects will be devastating.
Hale said.
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YOUR JOB SEARCH BEGINS NOW
The ProSearch SystemTM Can Give YOU
a Competitive Edge
Good contacts are the key to career success!
So, why risk losing them?
Preserve all valuable job source information with
the ProSearch System:" This comprehensive
portfolio provides easy -to -use reference pages
to record:
Companies to Investigate
Prospective Employer ProfilesJob
Sources, Calls, Contacts & Interviews
People, Places, Publications
Appointments & Expenses
References. Referrals
. AND MUCH MORE!

With the American Express Card
YOU On huy everything from new
spectacles to some pretti,
ular clothing The latest in audiii
equipment and the latest albums
The Card IN the perfect iv is
for lust about anything
g
Alegi

How to get the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe that college is the first
sign of success. we’ve made it easier for you
to get the American Express Card Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as hi
accepts $10.000 career onented oh If \
not graduating this semester, you can ape’s
for a special sponsored Card Look for
student applications on campus Or call
I SOOTHE CARD, and tell them you want
a student application

The American Express Card
Don’t leave school without it:"

So don’t get left behind Get the

PROSEARCH SYSTEM Tr"
The Professional Organizer for Job Seekers

SPARTAN
BOOK sToR Efig
SPARTAN

SHOPS td1 INC.

Service i8 our Major

.

1.141
MINED
SEANCES

£
Z
U

InfpuBc5
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Bloom County

Spartaguide
The Akbayan Filipino-American Club is holding a
discussion at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Almaden Room. For more information call Rosanne Alejandro at 578-3111.

group

The Associated Students Leisure Services is holding
sign ups for a "Planning Your Wedding" workshop from 1
to 4 p.m. today and tomorrow in Sweeney Hall, Room 118.
For more information call 277-2858.
The Associated Students is holding a book cooperative meeting at 3:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. For more information call Tim Haines at
277-3201.

Berke Breathed

PEER ffIES5UFIE ENC:1110NPL CF856-10O TALL PIKSUNDERARM HAIR .. IT’S
COMING AMP I CANT
STOP IT

Eric Fischer-Colbrie at 293-7798.
The Teacher Education Division is holding an odor
motional meeting from 2:30 to 3:20 p.m. tomorrow in
Sweeney Hall, Room 120, Contact Dana Elmore at 277.
2760.

Page 7
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WHAT’S
COrAING ?

APOLESCOCf
RUSHING HEADLONG IONPRP PAE

REAUY?

YEAH’

The Theatre Arts Department will host storyteller
Steve Sanfield at 12:30 p.m. today in Hugh Gillis Hall,
Room 114.
The University Improvement of Instruction Committee is holding a workshop defining learning relationships
from 2 to 4 p.m. tomorrow in the Business Classrooms,
Room 001. Contact Barbara Dubins at 277-2595.

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal
ONE OP THE MAJOR P
CC SEINE, ON A DIET, It
OPPNINE, THE gE-FgiocEwno.

Career Planning and Placement is holding a "Government Employment in the 1980s" session at 12:30 p.m.
The Community Committee for International Stu
today in the Student Union Umunhum Room. For more in- dents is sponsoring English tutoring Monday through Fri
formation call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.
day in the Administration Building, Room 222, Group
Room 01. Contact Muriel at 279-4575.
Career Planning and Placement is holding a Co-op
Orientation at 12:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Costanoan Room. For more information call Cheryl Allmen
at 277-2272.

WHEN sfot.)

ARE NuNGFCI

rIX.P RE ALL. OF A curN,
FACE "TV PACE
WITH YOUR
FRECTER..

4Nj. .o.nisiv.
- j
’ 111_

t
1 T ri44,

Career Planning and Placement is holding sign ups
for a career and self-exploration session from 3:30 to 5:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Business Classrooms, Room 013.
For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

,
Erk and Wendall

Career Planning and Placement is holding a resume
critique from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

Eric Kieninger

Cntow, HoNEy ! rate tr- OFF, BABY
1-e’rfs ’s.E A 1-TTLe- SKIN

!
;OBRAl 08114

The Associated Students is taking candidate applications for A.S. student elections today in the Student Union
A.S. office. For more information call Verda Alexander at
277-3201.
The Disabled Student Services Program is holding a
workshop in body imaging from noon to 3 p.m. tomorrow
in the Student Union A.S. Council Chambers. For more information call Danna Ellis at 277-2971.

The Real Estate Association is having a meeting at 5
p.m. today in the Student Union Montalvo Room. Contact

-

tHar

The School of Engineering is holding an engineering
open house from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
School of Engineering. Contact Robert Romig at 277-2475.

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz

"I told you not to turn left at that waterfall."
’
CI.

Classified
AUTOMOTIVE

ble hours
7393

JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANSMIS
SION& Honda. Dateun. Toyota
Moeda. Sober. I.O.0 Moubi
shi. etc
Low mileage. tested,
cleaned, guetenteed high quality.
no cots Special discount and It..
Oelivery for students with I D Cell
Attarco el 279 3536
JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANNIES No
core chino/6 mos warranty Free
delivery Student Discount Spar
t. Distributors, 365-7007
’79 FIAT 01/9 SPORTSCAR. McOl
cond 46.000 miles 82800 Call
997 2766
ends
’79

after

Simo

&

no.

HONDA

ACCORD 116. 5 sod
gd engine. 31 mpg ditch

clean

brk. pnt 288 8055.01. 8 pm
75 PLYMOUTH DUSTER. pe, pb, so
auto clutch & trans 612501 Call
287 62345,. 1 8pm
75 TOYOTA COROLLA H,B. auto . a.c
rune grt
prhi
body silver tolk
81500
377 9511 morns
or
978 1903.o..
84

1/2 MUSTANG. 28000
AT
power eteering Good shape Cali
Kay at 978 1260 $2200.bo

COMPUTERS
PERSONAL COMPUTER TRAINING.
!Mote instruction tailored to loch
student’s nestle on the PC Learn
Wordst., Wordperlect Multimate
and more Introductory through
advenced Cell Fisher & Asso
Cl.,..., 395 7940 and sign up
for your class now, Manuscript
end reourne Derv.. also ...Oki

FOR SALE
FUTONS,’

QUALITY

COTTON prod

C
your own living &
tdOPing entoce with our Futons pit
lows di frames Custom Futons &
Moto Pio 302 El P.. Shop
ping Center. Saratoga & Campbell
Av.. San Jose. 3165648 10%
ote

dinount on futons with Mos ad
SET FULL
firm never
used $165 Bedroorn set elso
wilnut
$285
unused 6 pce
Coffee table set 3 pcs Int 185

MATTRESS

Chest of dowers mint

Cmll Linde or Jen 296

$35 Greg

PART TIME SALES Earn good money
end gain valuable xperience that
will impress your future employ
ere 12 15 hours/wok High corn
missron end bonuses. $100 000o
8250 00/weekly and up Bey At..
students hoe rode greet money
*1160. eince 1977 CaN and find
out why 3 30 tub 30 14081 247
0670
PEOPLE AGAINST GETTING Vora
lord
IA
Semi Fun
Anti -Nuke
Group) needs the following. Clark,
Graphic Artist, Phone Answerer,
Delivery. 2 Golphers. & maybe
couple of Sal. People PIT. Doi
bite hours 294 3063
REGISTER WITH THE BEST! Whether
e vadable for work during the
week/weekends.

pertfiro. tom
Mary or only during the holiday.
Cell us today for information Alf
skills & skill level. Beat Temporary
Svcs 984 1340
RETAIL CLERK with clean up duties
Seafood mkt Derryesse district
3pm 7prn Mon Fri & 9am 7pm
Set Further onfo call Joan at 998
3474 or 926 8500
STUDENT UNION JOB. Maintenence
Mechanics
Assietent
Morning
hours required. Mondo Friday
17 20 work hours per week Med.
OPlicetion on Student Union Dir.
tor Office
TELEPHONE SALES, RADIO TIME, We
ere now hiring enthusiastic ogre
sive sal. people who want to
work herd & are motivated by
money Call Mrs Green et 971
9733
TELEPHONE SALES PART TIME, Wont
foe the beet, Sell subecriptIons to
the Mercury News Guaranteed
$511. PLUS commission Pleasant
environment Aollable Shift. 9
m to 1 p m Mon Fri 30 8 30
p rn

fri

10 am 5pm Sat
Call today 14081 983 1800
PAM

POSITIONS
VILLAGE
ADVISOR
AVAILABLE, Call 277 2630 for
morel/11.million
$10 1360 Weekly/Up Melling Circu
lets, No quotes! Sincerely inter
MVO
ested rush self odd 4
PO Box 470CEG,
kW* Success

293 1561
WEIGHTS plu, bench net
bell & dumbells $75 or best offer
Call 288 9696 after 7pro

COOK I KITCHEN HELPER wanted,
Full time & pen time
APO.
Okayama Rest 565 A N 6th St

PERSONAL

S J In Jepentown. 279 9920
CRUISESHIPS HIRING, $16 830.000
Conlin. Hewed, World, Cell for
Neweeervicer
Gulde
Cassette.
19161 9444444 X CSU SANGO
ST CRUISE
EARN MONEY MARKETING Fortune
500 comps.. products on cam
Pus Pen time Ifierrlblel hours sech
wee& CaN 1 800 243 8679
FEDERAL OVERSEAS. NATIONWIDE
Jobe, $17 101 $61.10411 Sum
met career, Call Guidedirectonv
application.
1916)
vice,
0 S 20
MC

news..
Noting*,
est
0444444

DONALD. NOW HIRING. prp
Own pay, hour* flealble wound
school echischrie 2 5 days. 10 36
hours per week Interview. Mon
Ed 3-4 pat Contact Mike or Nik at
350-3095.
Ord

15475

be

Gems

NEED CASH? $500/1.000 Stuffing
BeeS
Goonteedi
Envelop.,
etionoral addreareed envelope Mc
Manus Enterprises. lox 1468/50.
SOIMIllek11, OR 97477

ers bartender. pantry WIN nein
396.21143, Sam 2pm. UP
OFFICI ASSISTANT 20-30 hre /wit .
evenings & weaken.% Varied du
mall cr.. office

F/24

likes

P.m

year round opportunity with Poi

Sr

Joan Penella

Rev

lamb Fun

Ober

to

dance,

move your unwanted hor Ichin bi
kinl tummy. moustache. beck.
shoulders. etc 1 15% discounts to
student* end feculty Call before
June 1 1986 & get your let appt
at 1/2 price Unwanted he,, disap
POO with my care Ow. C Chel
gr., RE 559.3600. 1645 S
Bascom Ave
IC HO Today
Gone Tomorrow
EARLYBIRD SPECIAL!, HURRY have
your 44444 prepared Feb 1st My
let Short forms $35 long forms
855 & up. opt only HOW.
Barn Ilprn
pickup & delivery
moll
Personal..d hookkoping
ficen. &
bonded
829
3102
IS that senior design pro

Oct due and you have no idea
whet to build/ Or you know what
to build but can’t find the pens or
the newcomer, information about
them With my library of menialec
tutors detabooks design rd..
tips & schematics, I can help you,
Cell for details day 942 7736
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
suit with SJSU students for 30
minutes FREE Practice lImited to
ell aspects of immigration & ne
banality Ow Located within min
ut. from camp. CaN Robert Ng
e t 14081 289 8400 for appoint
m.t
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
& women Spacial rate with fec
tray or student ID Private & conli
dential INeekdays eves & Sour
day In KoN Business Perk et Hwy
101 & PI Fad Oaks Ave ort Sun
nyvele
SunnyvO
Electrolysis
Cent.,. 408)734 3115

enoirne
weekend.
Janice
Thuretoo CIO 140812137 2993

Plea. cell Brien al 298 2308
FREE HAIR CUTS/MODELS for ad
v.cted closed Metro Heir, 279
9894
GAY CONTACT CLUB Ito men end
Low
women loge 1 11
dorsi. & MONISM Confidential
For Into send SASE to NGCC PO
San
Jose,
Ce
Box
213781
95159
MEET SINGLES, Personelleed Intend.c
tions to CHOICES FIN trial MOM
971
avoidable
CO
berehips
SUCCESSFUL LOCAL POET busk..
men. lode 30. sedge Oslo.o with
oudent pot In early 20. Write
Mr 0 P0 So 9 087 S. Jo.,
Ca 95103
romentIcally eby,
SWM/20.
63’.
looking for stead, Val..% who
Owes my good moral. memos
Rick. 2400 Sarneribar Dr . San

welcome
Standard and ocro
trancription 8 AM 8 PM 5 miles
from SJSU in North SJ Chrotel
923 8461

WORD
PRO
editing Tenn pe
manuscripts Both
faculty wekome
major will assist
wrth groomer and sentence struc
tuts Dependable and experienced
VVillow Glen.,.. Call Marsha

CESSING and
pets resume*
students and
Former English

8AM 8PM et 268 9446
A WAY

WITH WORDS with Wang
word processing, Dan O’Reer. BA
In Nieto,y will not only provide
error fro letter quality printing.
but reed your work cruocally & cor
recr

you, errors es well Long
manuscripts welcome V011ock up
& deliver 9780271
B & B OFFICE SERVICES Word pro
messing, reports
manuals
re
sumac mailing Hoe Located on

Khadafy helps to dispense toothpaste
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP)
- A team of Purdue University students used a picture of Libyan leader
Moammar Khadafy, a Barbie doll
and a Hostess Ding Dong cake in a 27motion toothpaste dispenser to win
the school’s 1986 Rube Goldberg Machine Contest.
A 8150 cash prize and traveling
trophy were awarded to Robin Barnett and 13 teammates Saturday for
inventing "the world’s most complicated toothpaste dispenser."

hooded

science

BECK SECRETARIAL SERVICES for
your student n.1
Word pro
nosing theses resumes. report.
Willow Glen aro Ask for Ilse at
287 8234
CALL LINDA FOR professoonal typIng
/word
processong
$1 50toge
Idouble
sp.*.
Emperienced
Fro disk etorege Cassette ton
scrIptIon
Nor Almaden
Guar
Expwy
& Brenham In
anteed quick retom on all papers
Phone 264 4504
CONANT’S WORD PROCESSING Serv
ice for term poets theses lincl
APAI resumes legal end bonne.
needy Top quality test & etc
rate. incl ...once with spelling
& grammar Re.onable rates Cell
Debbie It 378 9845. 7ern Spot
Weet S J aro
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICES Term
paper., theses resumes. %note
lions. etc tot Students and Fac
oft,. We almo do Ope transcription
end bookkoping Remeoneble Call
245 1789
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY FOR your
pereonel, legal or business typing
.evord processing nods Term pa
letter.
pers. reports
resumes
manuscripts
theses
dissect*
lions all academic forme. Edit

Starts
March 1 CO Tonle et 9913 8906

Classified
grammar spelling assistance
trenscriptIon
Guar
.teed prolosionel confklential
and dependable .rvice at efforde
ble ttttt or Fr. Olek storage end,.
11g

C444.4,.

ferrel discounts
IS.. Choi

P.m

247 2681

GET THE GRADES you, herd work de
WRITE/TYPE hee the dght
type of product for you A neatly

owl

correct
grammatically
Peor Rat., by page. hour. or job
Cell Barbera et 912-9430 tor typ
mg and editing
INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES im
locoed right across the or.,
from SJSU for your cony...cell
We type reumes. term pap.. &
mailing fists, Cad us., 292 8461
for an appointment, 10% diecount
on your /lot service/
MANUSCRIPTS. TERM PAPERS, RE
SUMES. etc North San Jose IMO
Cell 251 8813 eller 3 pm
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN assignment
typed fee Let me help. Reesoneble 00000

speding & atom
mar east . but my *spoken. Is
FREE CO Marcie et 294.11347
Mon Set
9.6pm or 926-1274
7 30 10pm Mon -Sat
OFFICE

MCilbd

ALTERNATIVES,

Word

pro

One

Two

Days
Day
3 Lines $3 10 $3 80
Lines $3 80 $4.50
$450 $520
5 Lines
6 Lines $$ 20 $590
Each Additional Line Add

4

AAA ACCURACY. ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT in typing Mar
topeTry Tony Milner
296
20137. $1 60 per pos. quick own
around. avalleble oren deo
week AM work guer.teed
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Foe
Minced. prof...nal word pm
ceasing Poets. Moos. resumes.
&ace overflow. melange Student
discount Ormr.te.1 work Call
between 8 30 on 4 pm 1 7 pm

cooing

typing. transcription 24
Hour Servke Studont discounts
available 14081294 2974
PAPER DUE? No tiro to type? Not to
wony CO Mrs Ryan for fast, effi
Mon1.

professional results guar
w hew eemy rime
$1 75 per
page. double spaced 252 8863
PAPERS. MANUSCRIPTS. RESUMES
cover lettere Professional work
reasonable rate FREE diek rotor
ego
Willow Glen Aro.. 291
$807
PROCESS IT WRITE, F.ulty end mu
dents can rely on ...roe
timely prockxtkin of newelettere
reports. resumes,
publications.
menu.ripte. correspondence. etc
" .03 in gmmmoOedingipunc
non For prompt. 7 day ...Pon.
love message for Pamela It 14081
275 8263
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. prompt ac
mote, dependable
62 00.1b1
sp or page Saretoga area Joan
at 741 5880
PUT YOUR WORDS in thel. beet per
Emperlencol
proles
Oective
elonol word proceseing papers, re
sum..
these.
Sock/Nat
In
technic.
scientific
projette
I 1 75/13 50,poge Cell Vicki at

et 14081219 2675

281 3058 Barn Bpm IBM.,..
OUALITY TYPING SERVICE for all your
typing needs Student reties hy
page hour or promo Chock turn
around AO fro Amanda or leave
Milpitas
mosso. on ...hone
area 14081946 4967
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Professional
typing & busk.. services Rea
sonable roes Cell 1408/ 259
9368
SUNNYVALE VALLCO
MARCIE to
word processing typtng Prompt
nest mccurete Most formate on
chiding APA II 1 50 page idouble
por

typal

Call

720

8635
TIRED OF SENDING out 101 copree of
the same old resume? Jot think of
it as your embossedot to the career
wodd Every "hot" job opening
sterling room.
deserves nor
one that hes beop revised and up
dated to the lest minute iTo speed
things up we ti mail your resume
out directly el your req... FREE
Of charges’ A 115 one tune 1.
provkle you with en Immou
late

letter quality 12 POW., nogi
nit from our PC $3 for each addi
Phone
lionel uptlete 01 copy
message

OrVICO

available CO us

TYPING DONE REASONABLE
Call aim 6pm or Noe message at
14081246 5633 ask for Pet
2

TYPING SERVICE FOR YOU, Fast
typoig eoe,Iablo ow.’
dos wok Ihck up end delivery
averlable et SJSU no on the Blos
som Hill S.t Tare. area 365
1012
accurate

TYPING SERVICE FOR YOU. Foot eccu
rate typing OrIllabi
days
wok Pick up end delivery Oa*
able et SJSU or on the Blossom Hill
Sante Teresa area 365 1012
TYPISTS S.ta Clara Sunnyve4e Abs
Reasonetile rates We,,. the best,
The

Postal

Connection

Three

Days
$4 15
$4 85
8555
$625
$ 70

Four
Day
44 36
85 06
45 76
$6 46

Flys
Devi
14 50
$5.20
85.90
46.60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 80
$ 95
$1 10
$ 1.2 5

WORD

PROCESSING or human re
sou.. consulting or service
Word proceeeing done et 11551
rrornornum 4 Ms Hourly consultmg
done., $705, domed m.o.
Cell

with

moan* on tape re

corder 279 8132
WORD PROCESSING
Los
Gatos
Comphell Saestoga Student pm
Dimness Or
pejo
POrti 02 50
ems $15 h, Gueranteed ocellient
noun.

IBM PC w Wordstar of
word perfect Jock. 378 2510

1111111.1_111J__L_I_111.111.111111111.
1 .1 1.1.1 1 1 1 .1._L_L_L_L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11111_1_11111111111111111
Print Name

Phole

Address

Issues!
Sweater Rates
10 14 Lines $55.00
5 9 Lines $4000
15 Plus Lines 870 00
Phone 277.3175

City & State
Enclosed is $

Lines

For

Days

8 30 pm Phyllis 923 2309/Pero
.8. 023 7810 10 min from cern
Pd.
ACADEMIC

APA

TYPIST,

Room..

Otters. ono papers the.s cas
one trenstrOofion 10 yrs Op.
dote irr/SJSU etudonte & f.ul.
10 min

from comp. R 30 on
6 30 pm Mon Sun 261 8942.
10%10.00,intr./54
ACADEMIC

REPORTS,

DISSERTA

T1098
Mews our specialty
Seven mom minimum Key In word

Cissiaticaton
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Cad..

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

Personals
Services
Lost & Found

SENO CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Seri Jose Slate University
San Jose, California 95192

CleollisdIlasla Located Rs* DOWN
Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled rids

Deadline

247

6300

Count approximately 30 IOM’S and spaces for each fine)
L_L__LIIIII111111_1.1_11_11111111111,

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

TRAVEL

TYPING

The winning entry included a
spring that released a Hostess Ding
Dong which flew through the air and
hit a picture of Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy.

Two croquet balls caused a
water -loaded rocket to shoot out and
pull a string, which released a pin.
This activated the Barbie doll and a
King Kong doll to climb the side of a
model of the Empire State Building.
The climbing action pulled a string
that set off a switch turning a water
wheel in an aquarium. The water
wheel set off another switch, which
started a drill press that squeezed the
toothpaste tube, forcing toothpaste
onto a waiting toothbrush

Print Your Ad Here

major

NORTH LAKE TAHOE SturPoicondo et
ski wee. 30 min. from Reno
$76/wkeri. $200/wk 848 2830

The contest’s goal this year was
to design and build a complicated
machine to squeeze toothpaste onto a
toothbrush. The winning device,
dubbed the "Magnum Opus Gossamer Penguin III," beat out four
other working models.

11137 S Seologe Sunnyvale Rd .
Son Jose
Student Discounts
/40819738610

STUDENTS WITH TOTS!’ Play groups
ere forming for mg. 1 2 PIO
group lode, experienced with
both chg.en end toys sod,. be

please
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to Nye
with sincere hendicapped men

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING
specialty Chrystal offers proles
sionel letter quellty iguerentodl
product with 20% student di.
count Theses end group projects

ALMADEN CURTNER

BARE IT ALLII Stop shaving. foxing.
tworing Let me permanently to

EE’s/lE.

t,

processing Ask for Joy* It 284
1029

lby op:liniment)

SERVICES

wishes to meet eteedy male Sue.
Box 71010 53 95150 Stamp

7408

NOW HIRING. FOOD Orrice erfolOy
os FT & PT 0011 cook.. entree
coolie. well POMMON. row net.

HIM 10

BACK ACHE?? Fr. orninetion & care
? pan of a 444444 Ch prole. If you
hos fled low back pein for more
than 6 months & are 20 55 yrs
old pies. cad Palmer CoNege of
Chiropractic West et 1408) 244
8907 ot 401
CHRISTIAN

Catholic 4 00 end 8 00 Pm
Please call Campus Ministry at
298 0204 to, worship counoling
progreme and study 01.0nUmbe
Rev Netallopres Fr Bob Leger

Stress redutIon. specific mocular
problem. energy balancing, end
athletic M.O. are t 44444 d For an
appt cell after 3 pm wohdeys

HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE 1 blk from
SJSU Furn $140 (sharer $180
long,. Cell 289 8693

HELP WANTED

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian C.
ter Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am

REVITALIZE. STATE CERTIFIED min
sage prang:met offering therm
pot.
bodywork
...menu

Woodstock. II 60098

200 LBS

o ’AA .

Jo. 95124

Cmganllow
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Bob Naylor ready for Senate race against Cranston
aoly

’Alan Cranston, by
failing to change his
views since the late
sixties, has opened
up a yawning
philosophical
generation gap
between himself and
California.’
Bob Naylor,
state assemblyman

I
establish himself as
III
the Republican party’s front runner
for November’s U.S. Senate race,
Bob Naylor lashed out against the incumbent Alan Cranston and appealed
for support from college students to
help him in his bid.
He was invited to SJSU by the
College Republicans and spoke to approximately 20 people in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room yesterday.
Naylor, a Republican from
Menlo Park, has served as state assemblyman for the 20th district in
southern San Mateo County since
1978.
Naylor stressed his commitment
to education and said that the education system, including colleges,
needed improving. He said that his
past record showed this.
"I was the Republican leader

who made education our top priority. ’ he said.
Ile also criticized the current system of economic aid for families, saying that it was unfair to those families with more than one child.
Naylor said that with money
saved by eliminating waste in government, more money could go to
those families who need financial aid.
Naylor said that he is looking for
support from college students
statewide.
The Santa Clara Youth for Naylor organization is headed by SJSU
student, Paul Romero.
"Rob sees youth as the direction
of the party in the future," Romero
said.
Romero’s first job is to get people
to sign up to help work the Republican convention March 7-9 in Santa
Clara, he said.
’In politics it is usually the older

Producer lends talents to senior seminar
By Robert G. (’omits
Daily staff writer
The Allen T. Gilliland Sr Award
was given to Richard Rector, president of Power/Rector Productions of
San Francisco in January.
The award, which is named after
the founder of Gill Industries, was
presented to Rector in recognition for
his work as chairman of the National
Academy of Theatre and Arts.
Established in 1983, the award is
associated with bringing top broadcast talent to SJSU’s Department of
Theatre Arts radio and television division. This award is given to an individual outside the university system
each semester, and it is an honorable
invitation for that individual to teach
seminars at SJSU.
Appointed by SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, Rector replaced last
year’s award winner Perry Lafferty,
NBC senior vice-president for movies.
Rector is teaching a senior seminar entitled, "The What and Who You
Need to Know for a Career in Television," along with a broadcast management class this semester.
There are so many new markets
out there, huge frontiers and vast
new fields in the area of broadcast
technology. Rector said.
"The problem with students is
that they don’t look at all the avenues," Rector said.
Rector, a native of Sioux Falls,
S.D., said he attended Northwestern
University in Evanston, Ill., because
it was one of the only universities at
the time that offered degrees in the
field of radio and television.
Rector is founder and president
of Power/Rector Productions. Since
its establishment in 1980, Rector’s
production studio has produced 65
television programs for the Disney
Channel.
The show’s exploration of nocturnal wildlife, robotics and space travel
were filmed on location with the assistance of nine field groups and five
hosts. Rector said

"The shows dealt with the world
around us," Rector said.
Rector also directed and produced the Emmy and Peabody
Award -winning series, "Over Easy."
Rector received the 1985 Silver
Circle Award, presented by the National Academy of Theatre Arts. He
was recognized for 30 years of service to the field of broadcasting with
stations such as CBS, KQED and
WCBS-New York.

In the early 1960s, Reel or
founded a production company called
VHF in New York. Through his company, he captured a series of musical
concerts on film that included Bob
Dylan and Joan Baez.
Rector was director of CBS network studios, in New York, from 1985
to 1970 when he moved to California.
"I like New York," he said. "If
you can make it in New York, you can
make it anywhere. This is true be-

cause id t he compel it ion.**
Since California is spread out,
there is more opportunity to expand
your career. However, since New
York is much more departmentalized, you sit together in the same
building and build your career with
your co-workers, Rector said.
Rector, who is also on the board
of directors for the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity, plans to remain in his present position until May 20.

people who have the money and the
younger people who have the time,"
Romero said.

Cranston would "be one of the top
three or four in the nation," Naylor
said.

Romero will devote his time to
lobbying for Naylor among the College Republicans and trying to encourage students to sign up to help
with Naylor’s campaign. he said

"I can’t wait to go toe to toe with
Alan Cranston next November," he
said.
Cranston has not listened to the
hopes of California’s voters, many of
whom are now under 40 years old,
Naylor said.
"Alan Cranston, by failing to
change his views since the late sixties, has opened up a yawning philosophical generation gap between
himself and California," he said.
Naylor said that the issues plaguing Cranston were "too numerous to
count," yet he proceeded to mention
Cranston’s stands on national security. the federal deficit, capital punishment and state Supreme Court
Justice Rose Bird as issues that
would bring about Cranston’s defeat.

Weather permitting, "we will be
out there with a table every Tuesday
and Thursday," he said.
Naylor’s foreign policy was built
along the conservative Republican
lines that President Reagan supports, he said.
Naylor, who is a Vietnam veteran, said that while he doesn’t support a policy that would send troops
into a region, he does back aid to the
contras in Nicaragua and a strong
national defense policy.
The United States must back Corazon Aquino in her struggle against
Philippine leader Ferdinand Marcos,
he said.
"This country’s interest in the
Philippines is to maintain our bases
and maintain a regime which is a
non-marxist, hopefully friendly, regime," Naylor said
He said that being "very
friendly" with the Aquino camp and
placing the military aid the United
States currently gives the Philippines
in escrow could be two ways to pressure Marcos to step down.
This year’s senate race against

Before Naylor can face the incumbent. he must battle his way
through the state primary against a
field of five other Republican hopefuls.
One of Naylor’s toughest foes is
Ed Zschau, R -Los Altos, who is his
only Northern California competitor.
Naylor said that he doesn’t believe that Zschau is a strong enough
candidate to go against Cranston because Zschau is not conservative
enough for a majority of the republican voters.
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A I9-year -old man, wanted on
petty theft charges filed with the San
Jose Police Department, was arrested Feb. 13 by the University Police. A UPD officer noticed the suspect standing around with strange
bulges in his clothing at a 7 -Eleven
convenience store. The officer
searched the man and found no weapons, but when a record check was
run, a warrant for petty theft was discovered. The man, Robert Llewellyn
Smith of San Mateo, was booked into
Santa Clara County Jail.

UPI) officers arrested SJSU student Guy A. Liggins on suspicion of
creating a disturbance, being drunk
and resisting and challenging an officer early Sunday morning. The officer said an individual tried to get into
a Saturday night dance in the Student
Union without paying. When asked to
leave, the individual challenged the
officer to fight, and after a scuffle
was handcuffed and booked into
county jail, police reports stated.
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An IBM computer and other
items valued at $2,900 were reported
stolen from an office in Spartan Complex Tuesday evening. The office was
locked and there were no signs of
forced entry, police reports said.
Campus Crimes are compiled by
Daily staff writer Lynn Louie from
police reports.
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Campus Crimes

A bicycle was reported stolen
Feb. 13 from the bike rack by the
front entrance of Clark Library. The
bike was valued at 8150.
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Nightmare makes laughter
’Brazil’ leads audience through tragedy and truth
By Tyrone van Hooydonk
Director
Terry
Gilliam’s
"Brazil" is the funniest nightmare
ever filmed.
Cast in the mold of George Or -

CINEMA
well’s "WM" and liberally glazed
with Monty Python -style humor,
this black comedy about a minor
bureaucrat’s fight for freedom and
a woman draws laughs tragedy
after tragedy.
"Brazil’s" protagonist, Sam
Lowry, played with just the right
amount of innocence by Jonathan
Pryce, is a cross between Orwell’s
Winston and Walter Mitty.
He struggles through life in a
bleak, computerized and automated police state, first passively
then rebelliously, always monitored by the never-seen but al-

ways -felt bag brother. Along the
way, he dreams of having Icarus like wings and pursuing a goddess
imprisoned by a giant samurai.
Lowry wants the green and
wonderful world described in the
popular 1930s song that gives the
film its title.
The film’s relatively simple
boy -seeks-girl story begins when a
bug (literally) gets into the government machine. An innocent
man named Buttle is mistaken for
an outlaw named Tuttle.
Bottle is bagged ( literally ) by
police and taken away for interrogation. Buttle’s heart condition
gets the best of him while being
tortured by the interrogator, and
Lowry is sent to deliver a check to
widow Buttle. There, in the rundown apartment complex, he spots
Jill (Kim Greist ), who looks just
like the girl of his dreams.

Lowry spends the rest of the
film trying, no matter what the
cost, to find, win and escape with
Jill, who turns out to be a truck
driver.
Robert DeNiro hilariously rappels in and out of his few great
scenes as Tuttle, a renegade heating repairman. Tuttle intercepts
emergency calls to his former employers at Central Services and secretly makes repairs before the
state fix -it men can arrive.
Almost overshadowing all of
the performances are Gilliam ’a
startling sets
Gilliam was the clip-and-move
animator of all the bizzare and
often brilliant cartoons in Monty
Python’s shows and movies. He
brings his talent and familiarity
unforgettable
creating
with
images to movie-making. Every
scene is a visual tour de force.

Sam (Jonathan Pryce) wrestles with man-eating paper.
The grim view of the shabby
inner city, the gadgets and appliances that constantly break down
and Sam Lowry’s dreams of flight
are some of the most memorable
scenes.
Despite creating one of the
funniest films distributed by Hollywood’s film industry in a long

time, Gilliam, going against Um
versa! Studio’s wishes, wanted audiences to realize they’re watching
something really horrendous.
All the laughing turns out to he
an acknowledgement of how close
we are or could get to a world like
the one in "Brazil."

Movies for 99 cents
By Linda Smith
Going to the movies doesn’t
have to be an expensive endeavor.
At the Hillsdale Twin Cinemas, on Hillsdale Boulevard in San
Jose, the price of a ticket will not
put you in the poor house. Each
ticket is sold for only 99 cents.
Relatively low rent, second run movies and moderately priced
food enable owner Karen Martinez
to offer the show for less than a
dollar.
Martinez has been running the
cinema as a discount theater since
August 1985.
"I’ve worked at most of the
theaters around the valley, and
I’ve always felt that if I had a theater I would run it this way," Martinez said.
The theater offers six different
movies per day in one of two cinemas. The movies are changed
every one to two weeks, depending
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on product availability, said Ron
Szalay, assistant manager.
"We try to make one theater
family -oriented and the other action-oriented," Martinez said.
The movies are always second -run films, meaning they have
opened at major theaters and then
moved to discount houses, Szalay
said. Martinez said she can almost
guarantee the success of a movie
because of its past successful performance.
The theater offers a variety of
food, from hot dogs ($L501 to
candy (25 cents to 81.751. There
are also real fruit juices, unlike
other theaters, along with an assortment of soft drinks.
Popcorn is freshly made and
salt -free, but you can add salt and
real butter. If you’re a popcorn addict, you can buy the tub size ($3)
and get a free refill.
The atmosphere at Hillsdale is
unlike that of an expensive movie
theater. The theaters’ seating capacity is 300, but the lobby only
holds about 25 people. Even though
the shows are staggered, it can become quite crowded at times.
Unlike other theaters, the Hill sale Twin shows Disney cartoons
before every film. In the future
Szalay hopes to have "Three
Stooges" and "Flash Gordon"
shorts as well.
The one shortcoming of the
theater may be the cleanliness of
the place. It is obviously not a high
priority, but it seems to be limited
to stray popcorn in the theater and
lobby. The bathrooms are, in any
case, clean.
The theater is well designed
for people of all heights. The seat
ing is staggered, and there is
plenty of leg room for basketball
players.
So, if you want to go to a movie
you didn’t get to see when it was
first released, or if your favorite
movie is featured, the Hillsdale
Twin Cinemas are a good deal.

Goldie Hawn, playing Molly McGrath, practices with her team in "Wildcats."

Football film lacks substance
By Lucy Santopietro
Once again Goldie Hawn
stars in a movie where she plays
"a -woman -can-do-anything-shesets -her-mind-to" role, but her
acting does not make up for the
movie’s slow pace.
"Wildcats" is a positive
movie. One admires Hawn’s
"go-get -’em" enthusiasm as
Molly McGrath, a high school
football coach. She is funny,
charming and entertaining.
Molly starts out as a girl’s
track coach and fights for her
life-long dream to be a football
coach.
She gets the job by proving
she is qualified in comparison to
a wimpy -looking home economics teacher who does not know
"diddly squat" about football.

The only problem is that the
Central High team is made up of
tough boys from the ghetto. So
Molly McGrath must prove that
she is tough enough for the job.
She forces her team into shape
after winning a race against her
players.
Molly’s
dream -come -true
career does have its nightmarish
aspects. She is so involved in her
football team that she does not

CINEMA
pay enough attention to her
daughters. Her ex-husband accuses her of child -neglect and
sues for custody.
Despite
Hawn’s
performance, "Wildcats" left something to be desired. There is no

dramatic climax; the movie
drags on at the same emotional
pace, offering nothing to really
shake one up or make the audience scream for joy.
Hawn’s underdog role with
her losing football team was
similar to a "Rocky" movie. The
football scenes were unrealistic.
No football player, especially
not a tough inner-city kid, is
going to let another player step
on his hand, punch him in the
stomach and trip him without
doing something besides lying
there with his face down to the
ground, sulking.
"Wildcats" has its funny
moments with a fresh, energetic
performance by Hawn.
But overall, the movie left
you with images of how it could
have been
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Mustard Festival
serves fine wines
By Stew Hintz
If you are willing to brave the
winds, rain and mudslides in the
Santa Cruz Mountains this weekend, wine tasting will provide a delightful treat for your palate.
Congress Springs Vineyards is
holding their annual Mustard Festival this weekend in the hills
above Saratoga. The festival,
which is in celebration of the region’s wildflowers, features several wines and mustards available
for tasting or purchase.
Congress Springs is small in
comparison with most California
wineries, producing only 10,000
cases a year. What it lacks in size
it makes up for in character and
quality.
The wines featured at this
year’s Mustard Festival range
from light reds and fruity whites to
a very dry Pinot Blanc and an unusual Zinfandel. All of the grapes
used by Congress Springs come
from Santa Clara County, and
many are actually grown at the
vineyard or on the surrounding
mountains.
This year’s festival was actually scheduled for Feb. 15-17, but
because of the rain, many patrons
failed to show up. This necessitated the extension of the festival
into this weekend, said Judi
Lewinski, the winery’s sales representative.
The festival is usualy held outof-doors, providing ample opportunity to taste the wines and picnic
on the grass surrounding the aging
cellars. The rain drove the tasting
indoors, and although a bit
cramped, the wine cellar provided
a charming setting in which to
sample the wines.
The wines are tasted at two seperate tables, seperating the dry
and complex wines from the fruity
whites and the two reds.
The 1984 Pinot Blanc, which
sells for $8.00 a bottle, is an excellent dry white which almost puckers the drinker’s lips but doesn’t
overpower one with acidity. The
wine is not one that would go well
with a broad assortment of foods.
Foods which lack a distinct character would compliment the Pinot
Blanc nicely.
The 1985 Semillon, at $8.00 per
bottle, offers an interesting taste
to the palate, combining a mild
sweetness with an unusual fruitiness for a wine classified as dry.
The Semillion is not often found in
stores, which makes it a must to
sample
Congress Springs is offering
their 1985 White Comet, the winery’s least expensive at $4.00 a bottle, in commemoration of the Return of Halley’s Comet. Co-owner
of the winery, Dan Gehr, is a fan of
the comet and felt that he ought to
produce a wine to remember it by.
The label of White Comet has a picture of Halley’s, taken during its
last passing in 1909 and computer
enhanced to show the various colors of the comet’s gasses. Gehr explained.

His enthusiasm for the wine’s
labeling, however, is not enough to
convince the drinker of its palata
bility. The White Comet is comprised of mostly Semillion and a
bit of Pinot Blanc, and while each
wine has merit on its own, together
they just aren’t exciting. The relative inexpensiveness of this wine
and its mildness could make it a
suitable table wine.
The two reds offered by Congress Springs are both unusual
versions of the standard Zinfandel
and Cabernet Sauvignon varieties
The 1985 Spring Zinfandel is
known as a "nouveux," or young,
wine. The Zinfandel is seldom released this early in its life; however, it is often the tradition in Europe to release a limited quantity
of this immature wine in November.
The Spring Zinfandel, which
sells for $6.00 a bottle, is definitely
worth tasting to experience its
slight berry taste. This wine is not
likely to become a big seller, and it
is hard to find a food to compliment it, but for a change of pace it
offers the drinker an unusual
treat.
The 1982 Cabernet Sauvignon.
$8.00 a bottle, is a more traditional
red, yet it too has an unusual
smoky characteristic about it
This may have added to a bolder
Cabernet, but instead it overpow
ered the wine.
Both reds are far milder than
their cousins in the Napa Valley
region. Gehr said the cooler cli
mate in Santa Cruz Mountains
makes the region the state’s best
producer of reds.
The Pinot Noir has been
praised by critics, but none is currently available at the festival.
Judi Leviinski said.
Two fruity whites, a White
Muscat and a Johannisberg Riesl
ing, round out the festival.
The 1985 White Muscat, $7.00 a
bottle, is a spicy and bright wine
that pleases the nose as well as the
palate. Those who enjoy the bounce of a fine Gewurtztramiener
will enjoy this Muscat. This wine is
not sweet enough to serve as a dessert wine, but it would make a
good picnic wine served with fruit
The 1985 Johannisberg Riesling, $1.00 a bottle, is an outstanding drinking wine and may be the
festival’s best. It resembles the
Muscat’s bounce but lacks its spiciness. Although a simpler wine
than the dry whites, this Johannisberg Riesling has several distinct
levels to it and provides the
drinker with a very clean taste.
Wine from Congress Springs is
not readily available in the Bay
Area, which gives an added incentive to visit the winery, located on
Congress Springs Drive, 10 minutes outside of Saratoga on Highway 9. The Mustard Festival is
scheduled for Saturday and Sunday from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
each day.

What price film -going?
The cost of getting in is only the beginning, as this chart on "extras
sampling of South Bay movie theaters shows:
Cantons* Sorrow 6 Ognelp. 6

ISO

at a representative

Pruteard UA almarefs

Camaro I

Conon 3

TICKET PRICES
General

$5.50 $4.50 $4.50 $5.00 $5.50 $1.50 $4.00 $5.00

POPCORN
Small
Medium
Large

.85
1.15
2.95

.95
1.75
2.95

.95
1.75
2.95

1.25
2.25
3.00

1.25
2.25
3.00

1.25
2.25
3.00

.85
1.25
2.00

.85
1.25
2.00

.90
1.00
1.50

85
.95
1.35

85
.95
1.35

1.00
1.50
2.00

1.00
1.50
2.00

1.00
1.50
2.00

.80
1.00
1.25

.80
1.00
1.25

.95

1.50
2.00

1.50

.95

1.50
2.00

.85

.85
.65
.85
.65

1.50
1.00
1.50
1.50

1.50
1.00
1.50
1.50

1.50
1.00
1.50
1.50

.95

.95

.95
.75

.95
.75

2.25

2.25

2.25
.50

50

DRINKS
Small
Medium
Large

CANDY BARS
Snickers
Kit Kat

1.20

CANDY
Red Vines
Jujus
Jr. Mints
M&Ms

1.20
.90
1.20
1.20

.65
.65

1.60
80

1.50
.75

SPECIALTY ITEMS
Hot Dogs
Coffee

Movies can be a cure for the blues
By Jamie /Watley
corn and coke are offered for the painless price of
Dad,/ staff writer
$5.25.
Other theaters offer unusual "treatments" in
As midterms approach and foul weather encroaches, what better way to beat the mid-winter the form of truffles (Camera 3), Nachos ( Oakridge
6 and Saratoga 6), and cookies (Century Theblahs than a large dose of non-reality.
Local theaters carry this prescription in a va- aters).
Not all the concessions items available areriety of packages, ranging from "The Color Purple" at the Pruneyard to Woody Allen’s latest at mentioned above, nor are the range of ticket prices
offered throughout the week.
Cinema 150.
All theaters surveyed had some sort of bargain
Some of the prices are easier to swallow than
others, but all are guaranteed effective. Take, for show for nearly half the regular price, so call
example, the UA Blossom Hill Cinemas where a ahead to find out what suits you.
It’s just what the doctor ordered
general admission ticket including a medium pop-
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Mardi Gras
Parades steal the show in New Orleans
"Throw
mister!"

me

something,

A sea of waving arms and
bobbing bodies greets huge, colorful Mardi Gras floats as they
move down crowded New Orleans streets, while masked riders toss coveted beads, plastic
cups and doubloons at eager
sometimes vicious
paradegoers.
Mardi Gras, or Carnival,
competes with Christmas as the
leading annual celebration in
New Orleans. The Mardi Gras
season begins officially the 12th
day after Christmas, and lasts
until "Fat Tuesday," the day
before Ash Wednesday, when
the heavily Catholic New Orleans settles down for 46 days of
penitence.
The most famous Mardi
Gras attractions are the parades, sponsored by organizations called "krewes," whose
primary function is the staging
of these elaborate processions.
New
Orleans
Greater
hosted more than 50 parades
this year.
marching
High
school
bands punctuate the procession
of floats, and groups of young
black men, called "flambeaux," carry flares along the
parade route, dancing for
tossed coins in a re-enactment
of the days when additional
lights were needed to augment
the city’s.
The first Mardi Gras parade was held in 1857 by the
krewe of Comus. Float riders

tossed "throws," colored glass
beads purchased from Bohemia
(now Czeckoslovakia).
"Throw" now refers to any
of the usually plastic items, including bead necklaces and
cups, thrown by maskers (costumed float riders) to the
crowd.
"Doubloons" are throws
modeled after obsolete Spanish
coins; they bear the hostkrewe’s crest, and are considered collector’s items by Carnival enthusiasts.
clamor
Parade-watchers
for the throws, adding bead
after bead and doubloon after
doubloon to their collection.
Another Mardi Gras tradition is the eating of king cake, a
ring-shaped pastry topped with
sugar crystals in purple, green
and gold official Mardi Gras
colors.
Baked inside each king
cake is a small plastic doll.
Hosts of Mardi Gras parties
offer king cake to their guests,
and the guest whose piece of
cake contains the doll is obligated to throw the next party.
The tradition dates back to
medieval times when the hidden objects commemorated the
gifts of the Magi. The custom
was brought to Louisiana by
early French settlers.
Retired New Orleanian
Charles "Pie" Dufour stated in
a New Orleans newspaper, "I
still get a thrill when I see the
parade coming. And I know I’m
going to holler ’Throw me
something, mister!’ "
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Far left A high school marching band
member pauses and relaxes before
beginning the next tune. Left
A
member of the krevve of Zulu distrib
utes beads to parade -goers. Top: Interested youngsters capitalize on a
high viewpoint to catch all the parade
happenings Above Members of the
krevve of REX ride on an elaborate
float.

Text and photos by:
Gretchen Heber
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’Delicate Dance’
Guitarist’s record offers wide range of musical styles
By Thomas Gary Morlan
In today’s sad and uninspired
world of music, Chris Proctor is
like a breath of wind, challenging
his listeners to explore the complex web of his soul.
"The Delicate Dance," fingerstyle guitarist Proctor’s second instrumental album, is rich in texture and intricacy.
As the title suggests, Proctor
lets his fingers flow delicately
across the fret board to create
music that is provocative as well
as technically masterful.
Proctor wrote eight of the record’s 12 tracks, and his music
does not belong to any particular
genre.
Instead, his songs have developed out of his obvious appreciation of a wide range of musical
styles. His willingness to combine
classical elements with folk and
blues themes results in one of the
most moving and provocative
acoustic recordings ever made.
"Stormwatch," the opening
cut, is very much in the classical
mode, yet an infusion of bluesy flavor into the complex and free-flowing melody lines allows the song to
break free from any label which

New book
displays
hot jazz
By Shelly 0’ Day
Although the onset of the
music video overlooked such
jazz greats as Count Basic and
Billie Holliday, the book "Jazz
Files" makes up for the loss.
"Jazz Files" is not a text
explaining jazz; it is written for
those who already love the
music.
It is a visual book, with an
emphasis on photos. The writing style is chatty and improvisational, much like a jazz performance.
Though the photos of wellknown artists such as Wynton
Marsalis, Billie Holliday and
Count Blatt are in black and
white, they carry no less impact than color photos or action
videos.
The authors are personal
friends of many jazz artists.
Billy Taylor, a pianist known
for his "bop" style, writes casually about Charles Stewart
and Paul Carter Harrison in the
introduction.
"Chuck Stewart’s skill is
firmly rooted in the work he has
done with some of the most innovative and influential artists
in the field of jazz," Taylor
states.
Stewart has been a photographer for travel and fashion
magazines, but his interest in
jazz prompted him to compile
this specialty book.
Harrison, who wrote the

one might be tempted to affix to it.
The song’s multifaceted treatment
of rhythm and melody reflects
Proctor’s wide knowledge of style
and his mastery of the acoustic
guitar.

VINYL
"Swept Away" is a classical
tune whose beauty lies in its haunting melody. The title is particularly appropriate. The song takes
you by the hand and leads you into
a world of melancholy and promise, of contemplation and hope.
Proctor reveals his country
roots in "The Huckleberry Hornpipe." His technique in the happy,
uplifting tune is reminiscent of
Roy Clark’s prowess, and Proctor
certainly doesn’t suffer in comparison to the old master picker.
Side two begins with "Bush
Pilot Syndrome," perhaps the finest cut on the album. Proctor’s fingers flow like water over the instrument, creating the impression
of a gentle summer rain.
This opening is followed by an
other breathtaking display of skill
as Proctor mixes incredibly intri
text, is an award-winning playwright and is currently writerin -residence at Columbia College in Chicago.
Harrison has divided the
text into seven areas: brass,
strings, reeds, keyboards, percussion, vocalists and ensembles.
Instead of being a mishmosh of decades of jazz artists,
the book is well -organized. The
photos fit well within each set’ -

BOOKS
lion, but they are only identified
by the name of the artist and
the year that the photo was
taken.
One of the best photos is one
of trumpet player Don Elliot in
1957. One of his eyes is closed;
the other is bulging with the
pressure of blowing into his
horn. His forehead is creased
with concentration, and a dribble of sweat is on his brow.
This book was compiled for
elitist jazz fans, but anyone can
appreciate the photography
and the behind -the-scenes gossip.
"Jazz Files" covers three
decades of jazz personalities
with an emphasis on the artists
who are still performi.
"We didn’t have names for
all our tunes," Dizzy Gillespie
says. "so I would say ’de bop da
du ha di baba de bop,’ and they
thought I was naming a tune or
something like that. . ."
"Jazz Files" was published
Oct 1985 by New York Graphic
Society Books/Little Brown and
sells for $40 in hardback and
$16.95 in paperback.

cote classical and country finger picking to create an entirely new
sound. After listening to this track,
you are convinced that you’re in
the presence of a extraordinary
talent
"Bach to Scotland," the next to-last cut on the album, begins
with an excerpt from Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto and then slides
into a whimsical Scottish jig. This
is Proctor at his best, and the
music takes you back to a time
when birds danced through the
woods and merry gangs stole from
the rich and gave to the poor.
The title track rounds out the
collection. The main melody line is
a slow, delicate progression in a
major key, and the guitar supplies
all the "vocals" the song needs. As
Proctor alternates the main line
with one in a minor key, he creates
a memorable experience for those
who simply enjoy music as well as
those who aspire to musical prominence.
Proctor is a master whose
1%chael K. Chow
Datly staff photographer
name will grow in stature as the
years go by. If you’re looking for
Chris
Proctor
performs
in
the
Student
Union
on Tuesday.
acoustic virtuosity, listen to this
album

’Oldies but goodies’ collectors
have access to musical variety
By Robert Walsh
While Wham and Duran Duran might be listenable in their own fashion, some feel there hasn’t been
much good music recorded after the early 1970s and
the onslaught of disco.
This creates a problem when it comes to buying
records since many retail outlets simply don’t carry
the Byrds or the Ventures. There are stores, however,
where such artists comprise the majority of the stock,
and three of which are within walking distance of
SJSU’s campus.
The Recycled Bookstore, at 138 E. Santa Clara
St., sells more than used books. While their record selection isn’t prodigious, it is nevertheless interesting.
"Our emphasis is in rock, jazz and classical,"
said Craig Texera, the store’s record buyer.
The rock selection is eclectic, with albums by offbeat bands such as the "Seeds and the Electric Prunes." There’s also a "no-return" bin, which contains
some rare, hard-to-find records all priced at $2 or
less, although many of the albums are in rough shape.
If nothing of interest is found in the record bins,
there are shelves of used books to browse through,
and the array of authors is impressive.
Farther west on Santa Clara Street is Rowe’s
Rare Records, which also holds more than its name
implies. It is virtually a review of the pop culture of
the 20th century. The walls are strewn with movie
almost anyposters, magazines, record jackets
thing sought after by collectors.
"We’ll carry a rare movie poster, early rocks billy records, something that came out as a limited
edition or really popular items that are in high demand," said Gary Rowe, proprietor of the shop.
It should be stressed that Rowe’s isn’t for the average record buyer, but rather the record collector
and the prices reflect this. It is not unusual to pay $25
for a single LP. Many of the records he stocks are first
editions, and the pop paraphernalia comprise many
bona fide antiques
"I probably have the largest amount of this type
of item in Northern California, at least," Rowe said.
While there are more economical places to buy
out -of-print records, there aren’t many better places

to browse. After all, where else can one find a movie
poster of Buster Crabbe’s magnum opus, "Jungle
Siren," or Jane Whithers in "Jchnny Doughboy?"
Another store close to SJSU is Underground Records, which is on 19S. Third St.
Underground’s selection is average, and much of
their stock can be found in any standard retail record
store. However, one fascinating exception to this was
a disk by America’s favorite family titled, "The
Brady Bunch A Phonographic Album," and it contains such favorites as "Gonna Find Me A Rainbow"
and "Parallel Lines." Surprisingly enough, it was
priced to move at only $2.
If the consumer fails to find what he’s looking for
at the above mentioned stores, a venture out to Flashback Records might be necessary, although it is not
within walking distance of SJSU’s campus.
Flashback Records, on 2090 Lincoln Ave, was undoubtedly the best store among the four mentioned. It
is truly a place that has something for every fan of
popular music.
"The main emphasis is to stock the top ten
charted artists from 1955 to date," said Bud McGee, a
Flashback employee. "That’s a large scope, but on
the other hand, it’s extremely selective."
McGee said that 90 percent of the records in the
store are used, and the new records are singles curently high on the charts. Some albums that spawned
these singles are also stocked.
McGee said the main advantage a used record
store has over retail shops is the varied selection.
"The obvious advantage is us stocking what they
don’t carry, which are records that are out of print
and unobtainable to them," he said.
Aside from its selection, the best reason for
checking out Flashback is its price range. It is unusual to pay more than around $6 for an album, or $4
for a single.
"We differentiate as a collector’s store, but don’t
go for the high prices," McGee pointed out.
These stores are the best bet for getting that long
out-of-print record that will complete a collection. To
save time collectors can call ahead and ask for a particular record. All are listed in the Yellow Pages.
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Canadian novelist to read from utopian work

By Sally Finegan
If "Orwellian" suggests a dehumanized society manipulated by
newspeak, "Atwoodian" may in a
few years suggest a dehumanized
society created by religious fanatics.
Canadian poet and novelist
Margaret Atwood has just published "The Handmaid’s Tale," a
description of American society at
the end of this century after religious extremists have imposed
their idea of utopia. Atwood will be
reading from the novel tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in the Concert Hall in the

Music Building as part of a series
presented by the San Jose Poetry
Center. Admission is $5.
In Atwood’s novel, women are
categorized according to traditional feminine roles. Thus women
are either Wives, Marthas or
Handmaids. Handmaids are solely
for breeding and are assigned to
Commanders to bear the Commanders and their Wives children.
Offred, a Handmaid and the
book’s heroine, chronicles her
existence in this utopia from her
arrival at a new post with a new,
infertile Commander to her depar-

BOOKS
lure in a black van. Atwood skillfully weaves in past events and
current happenings to explain this
new American society, making her
novel a sad poem to women, men
and their love.
Off red has lost her husband,
her daughter, her mother and her
best friend. She does not even own
her body. She has only her
thoughts and snatched whisperings from the Handmaid she is
always paired with when she is not

locked in her room.
Atwood takes today’s headlines and puts them into a frightening context. She shows what kind
of world insane logic can create.
She reminds us that men and
women who call themselves
"right -to-lifers" bomb abortion
clinics and that President Reagan
would again make abortions illegal.
She reminds us that women
who had become westernized live
behind veils again in Iran. She reminds us that the U.S. Constitution
has yet to be amended to state that

women are indeed etiu,,.
men
under the law.
She reminds us that today’s
young women are passive about
the women’s rights for which their
mothers marched. She reminds us
that many men and women would
like to revert back to times when
women were mothers and housekeepers.
Her book is an effective condemnation of those who would create and enforce their idea of an
ideal society. Her book, like
George Orwell’s "1984," shows
how close we are to such a society.

Awesome foursome
English theater group to ’take off’ in United States
By Suzanne Espinosa
Several people are going to
be exceptionally curious Sunday night when the play "Touch
and Take Off" debuts at SJSU’s
Studio Theatre.
Those people are the playwrights, producers, directors

THEATER
and actors all four of them.
Together, they wrote, produced, directed and will star in
"Touch and Take Off.’’
After three months of intensive writing and four weeks of
rehearsing, the English foursome will perform before the
public, whose reactions will
provide the main sampling of
public response to the play.
They are planning two
other performances of the play,
but the shows will be private
and by invitation only.
The four friends
Edward
Arthur, Tony Craven, Marion
Grimaldi and Mel D. Marshak

are the directors of Dolphins
Theatre Company, which was
founded in London in 1984.
"We don’t really want to
say too much about what the
play is about because the play
goes into all sorts of areas. It’s
a kind of a self-discovery thing
about people who find themselves together," Arthur said.
"The title comes from the
fact that it begins with three
English people touching down
in America, they land somewhere in America it doesn’t
really matter (where). From
then on, they take oft into a
completely different world.
But, it’s not about English people being in America. It’s about
people and a voyage of self discovery," Craven said.
"When people relate to
themselves, they cover up their
weaknesses. And sometimes
their weaknesses can become
By
strengths.
their
relationships with each other,
and by going through a whole

set of experiences, their lives
(grow) stronger," Craven said.
Arthur and Craven left
England for California in October 1985, to work with Grimaldi
and Marshak on the play and to
establish a California base of
Dolphins Theatre Company in
San Jose.
"New York is dying, theater-wise," said Craven.
"And San Jose is alive and
growing," Grimaldi said.
Craven, a concert pianist,
has worked as a freelance director, traveling worldwide.
Marshak, who attended SJSU,
received his doctorate from
London University and practices psychology as a private
analyst.
Arthur and Grimaldi are
professional actors who have
toured and made countless appearances throughout Europe.
The four performers plan to
return to London and tour Europe with "Touch and Take
Off" this fall.

Iris Fong - Daily staff photographer
Three -fourths of the Dolphin
"It’s never been seen by
anyone else before, and every
new play, when you do it for the
first time, is difficult. It’ll be
very, very strange, very nerveracking, very exciting and we’d
like a full house of very sympathetic students from the university who will give us a genuine
reaction," Craven said.
Craven said that the audience’s feelings towards a play
can usually be sensed during a

Theatre Company
performance.
"It’s very unlikely that one
hundred percent of the show
will work beautifully because
it’s the first draft. So, we’ll be
expecting areas not to work as
well as we’d like," he said.
"Touch and Take Off" will
be presented this Sunday at 8
p.m. in the Studio Theatre,
Room 103, Hugh Gillis Hall.
Tickets are $1.50 and will be
sold at the door.

Manny’s Cellar serves soup , big -band music, and a bit of sarcasm
By Thomas Gary Morlan
Manny’s Cellar at 175 W. San
Carlos St. features a jazzy, bigband sound on Friday night, the
rattling of dice in the air, and an
animated
if somewhat rude
half-owner working behind the

bar.
As I walked into the restaurant, my attention was immediately drawn to the dim lights and
the huge ceiling fans. Red clothes
adorn the tables at the back, and
pictures of customers line the wall

Theater premieres next week
By Jamie Rackley
An operatic event opens
this semester’s season for the
SJSU Theatre Arts Department.
"11 Musico" world premieres Feb. 28 and runs
through Mar. 6. The play is the
story of Lorenzo Arrighi, the
world’s greatest castrato soprano.
Two one-act plays
"American
and
"Trifles"
Dream" will be staged in the
studio theatre March 13-15.
Masters students in fine arts
will be directing.
Dance ’86 is an original presentation of different styles of

dance, including jazz, ethnic
and street dance, by SJSU
dance artists and choreographers. The program will run
April 4-12.
"Nightingale," the Hans
Christian Andersen classic, will
be produced by the Children’s
Theatre Workshop in the studio
theatre. The "Chinese theatrical style" play is a touring
production suitable for children
and adults and will be at SJSU
April 12 at 2 p.m.
"Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas" has been substituted for
"Something’s Afoot" as the last
production of the year and will
run May 2-10.

on the far side.
I selected a cozy table and sal
down to look at the menu. The
cheapest dinner was $7.95, so I ordered a cup of clam chowder and
french bread for $2.00 and settled
down fora student’s feast.
The soup was good, though it
was gone after a half-dozen spoonfuls, and I thoroughly enjoyed the
bread despite the fact that the
waitress was stingy with the butter. The pint of Pabst Blue Ribbon,
on tap for $1.50, was smooth and
refreshing.
Since it wasn’t very busy yet
it was around 8:30 p.m.
strolled over to the bar to have a
chat with Tom Taylor, half-owner
of Manny’s.
He immediately castigated me
for "not doing my homework"
when I asked for confirmation that
he was indeed part-owner of the
bar. The tone of our relationship
was thus set for the evening.
Taylor spoke his mind and regarded me as just another in a long
line of sorry Spartan Daily reporters. My impression of Manny’s

was somewhat colored by the
man’s domineering personality.
As I glanced around the place,
I noticed that several people were
playing dice. Since gambling is illegal in California, I knew they
were playing just for fun.
Around 9:30, the Chuck Travis
Band came onstage. Taylor said
he is "strictly jazz and big band."

DININg
%nen I asked him if he ever let
blues bands play in the restaurant,
he looked at me as if I was crazy.
"Over my dead body," he
said, his eyes ablaze.
I talked to one patron, Dan McClausin, who said that Manny’s
wasn’t for the student crowd.
"There is nothing near the university for students," he said. "I
think it’s very important for the
university to have a place for
young people. It doesn’t have it.
"You wanna boogie, you
wanna party where do you go?"
he asked.

McClausin, in his mid -30’s,
said he liked the atmosphere of
Manny’s and called it one of the
best bars in San Jose.
When the band began to play,
Taylor interrupted a conversation
I was having with another patron.
"The man wants to listen to
music," he said irritably. The customer and I looked at each other
and continued talking.
The band played sounds of a
bygone era. The patrons, mostly
middle-aged, got into the music,
whooping and hollering as the man
on the stand-up bass worked over
time-worn licks.
I went back to the bar and
asked Taylor for the name of the
restaraunt’s other owner.
"Ira Ray Hutton; he’s a transvestite," he said, wild-eyed.
later found out that Manny
Pereira is co-owner of the joint.
Yes, Manny’s was quite the experience. Perhaps some day I’ll
return to the establishment
when I have enough money to buy
it from the silver-haired devil behind the bar.
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CALENDAR
Events
Watch "Cocoon" Feb. 26 at 7
and 10 p.m. at Morris Dailey Auditorium
"Famous Amos," the cookie
mogul, will speak Feb. 24 at Morris Daily Auditorium. Charlene
Lynell Mattox, founder of Lynell
Cosmetics, will open the program
at 7 p.m. Advanced tickets are $3
for students and $5 general admission. Tickets at the door are $6 and

O. The first 500 guests will receive
a free bag of "Famous Amos" cookies.

YOUR SALES
WILL FLY
HIGH IF YOU
ADVERTISE

Singer David Pomerenz will
perform Feb. 25 at noon in the Student Union Ampitheatre. Pomerenz has written songs for Barry
Manilow and Bette Midler.

MUSiC
Sir Walter Hawkins and the
Love Center Choir will perform at
6 p.m. Saturday in Morris Daily
Auditorium. Advanced tickets are
$6 for students and $10 general admission. Tickets at the door are $10
and $12. Tickets are available at
the A.S. Business Office and BASS
outlets.

Art
This semester’s "Humble Artist Lecture Series" will begin Feb.
25 from 5 to 6 p.m. in the Art Building, room 133.
The Union Gallery will open
the exhibit "Set In Motion" Feb. 25
in Galleries One and Two.

GRAND OPENIIING
Complementary
Plum Wine
with Lunch or Dinner
ii

Japanese
Family Restaurant
Meals start at $4.00
Corner of 4th & Jackson, San Jose
Lunch M -F 11:30-2, Dinner M -S 5-9

WthiGsS

ZA

15%0FF

CHINESE RESTAURANT

Any Dinner At

Mandarin 85 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 86 Dinner
()pen Daily
Food To Go

fURUSATO RESTAURANT
Lunch & Dinner
Sushi
Open 7 Days a Week

131
250 E. Jackson
San Jose, CA
(408) 288-9611

$6.00 Minimum
Offer Good With Coupon Only
Good Until 3,15, 86

E. JACKSON ST.
294-3303 or 998-9427

1

rI

GERMAN CUISINE
FINE

I

BUY TWO SLICES AND GET ONE

FREE (tfortma
OR A LARGE SOFT DRINK

TONIGHT ONLY
135 W. SANTA CLARA
BETWEEN MARKET & ALMADEN
ONE COUPON PER PERSON
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
OFFER EXPIRES 2-20-86

Blocks North of
Santa Clara St
Between 3rd 4th

liii

OPEN 7 DAYS LUNCH -DINNER

I

LIVE MUSIC, FUN .11
DANCING
EVERY SATURDAY I
Pay for one meal
and receive 2nd
meal at equal or
lesser value at
1 /2 price.

I jpottburg Von

lat

’ I
manta’

261 N. SECOND ST
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
ill
1 COUPON PEP CUSTOMER
14081 295-4484 EXP. 8-15-86
1
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